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Douglas speaks
to MSU women's
luncheon about
sexism,feminism
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Dr. Susan Douglas was the
keynote speaker at Murray State
University's Celebrate Women
Luncheon Monday and spoke
again last night about the concept of "enlightened sexism" in
the
Curris
Center
Theater.
Douglas is a
prize-winning
author, cultural
critic, columnist and professor
who
teaches at the
University of
Douglas
Michigan. She
has written pieces for The
Nation, the Village Voice, The
Washington Post and TV Guide.
among others. She has also
appeared on "The Oprah
Winfrey Show," "The Today
Show," "The CBS Early Show"
and National Public Radio's
"Fresh Air with Terry Gross,"
The Diane Rehm Show" and
''Weekend Edition." Her latest
book is "Enlightened Sexism:
How Pop Culture Took Us from
Girl Power to Girls Gone Wild."
Douglas said that enlightened
sexism is basically the widespread perception that the work
of feminism is done and that
women have achieved full
equality with their male counterparts. She said popular cul-

II See Page 2
Jr. Achievement
kaunchas programs,
kicks-off fund drive
Special to the Ledger
Junior
Achievement
of
Western Kentucky announced
today that they have launched a
operation in Murray-Calloway
County to reach more students
with JA's work readiness,
entrepreneurship and financial
literacy programs. A local advisory board comprised of business and education leaders has
been established to oversee
local programs, recruit volunteers, and raise the funds to
support the local programming.
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Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Tuesday: Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of rain
after 1 p.m. A high near 55. East
northeast wind around 8 mph.
Tuessday night: Occasional
rain. Low around 39. Northeast
wind around 9 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 90 percent.
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of rain
before 1 p m. A high near 55.
North northeast wind between 8
and 10 mph
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 36.
North northeast wind between 3
and 8 mph.
Thursday: A 20 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 54.
Thursday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers
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USIA officials
visit Murray
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
wo United States Tennis
Association, Kentucky
officials
toured
Murray's tennis courts and
other facilities Monday during
an inspection preceding possible staging of a USTA competition locally in September.
Tab Brockman, the newlyappointed director of MurrayCalloway County Parks, welcomed two USIA representatives including Sherri Crosby
and Kathy Klein, the state
league coordinator Brockman

said a tournament took place in
Murray about three years ago.
He is sponsoring another set of
tournaments this year and in
2012.
"(We) welcomed visitors
from Kentucky's USTA offices
for a community tour and site
visit as Murray bids to host
Kentucky Mixed Doubles
Championships for 2011 and
2012," Brockman said.
Kleine and Crosby met with
community
representatives
Monday including Mayor Bill
III

TOM BERRYIedger & Times
United States Tennis Association, Kentucky officials Kathy Klein, fifth from nght in rear, and
Sherri Crosby, fifth from left, toured Murray Monday for an inspection of the city's tennis and
lodging facilities including a visit to Big Apple restaurant. Tab Brockman. left, director of
Murray-Calloway County Parks, has contacted USTA about sponsoring an associational tournament in Murray in September.
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'Share the Road' bicycle safety signs go up
Special to the Ledger
The
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet has
installed "Share the Road"
signs in Murray and Calloway
County to remind motorists to
use appropriate caution in
areas with high bicycle traffic.
The signs were installed this
week following a request by
the city of Murray for a safety
review. Chris Kuntz, a traffic
engineer in the KTC District I
office, said a review of crash
reports in the Murray area
turned up about 30 incidents
involving bicycles. An analysis
of the incidents led to installation of the signs on several

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
A delivery truck drives by a Share the Road sign recently
installed by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet near the
corner of Main Street and U.S. 641.

state highways to help raise
awareness of bicycle traffic.
In his request for the safety
review, Peyton Mastera, a
planner for the city of Murray
and an avid bike rider, noted
that Murray has a 15-Year
Bicycle Improvement Plan that
includes adding Share the
Road signs to a number of city
streets.
"Our request is part of an
effort to become a more bicycle friendly community,"
Mastera said.
The 15- year plan reflects
enormous public input from

III See Page 2

Hoover
wants to
override
vetoes
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The House minority floor
leader called Monday for lawmakers to reconvene on April 6
to override some provisions
that Gov. Steve Beshear vetoed
in a Medicaid budget bill
passed last week.
Rep.
Jeff
Hoover said in
a
statement
that he and
other
Republican
lawmakers are
concerned
about numerous items the
Hoover
Democratic
governor
struck from a compromise bill
intended to shore up funding in
the Medicaid program. Hoover
was particularly upset that
Beshear had vetoed provisions
that would stop furloughs of
state employees, reduce personal service contracts and limit
debt restructuring.
"The governor has clearly
snubbed his nose at the bipartisan effort and overwhelming
consensus of the House in passing the compromise," Hoover
said. "The governor's actions

•See Page 2
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Pam Oakley

Oakley
'School
Nurse of
the Year'
By Sherry Purdom
MISD Public Inforrnatior,
am
Oakley, Murray
Independent School district nurse, has been
named the 2011 "School Nurse
of the Year" (SNOY) by the
Kentucky
School
Nurses
Association(KSNA). An annual
prestigious award, the SNOY is
presented to a school nurse each
year who has demonstrated
excellence in school nursing
practice.
Since 2001 Oakley has served
the M1SD as school nurse to the
Murray Elementary, Murray
Middle and Murray High
schools caring for students, faculty and staff. lust last fall
Oakley was credited with saving a young man's life with an
AED during a football scrimmage game.
Belinda Stivers, RN. MSN.
and KSNA past president/2011
chair of KSNA School Nurse of
the Year committee, said it was
an honor to present the 2011
KSNA Lucille Ross School
Nurse of the Year award to
Oakley during the recent KSNA
spring conference in Lexington.
"As evidenced through her
wellness based nursing practice
and devotion to the health/safety of her students/staff. Pam
demonstrates this excellence
daily and is an inspiration to all
school nurses throughout the
state of Kentucky."

p

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

Installing Roof Trusses
Workers with Plumb & Level Construction install trusses Monday on the roof of a new
water division building for the Calloway County DES Rescue Squad on Spruce Street.
According to DES Chief Ronnie Burkeen, the building will be used to store water rescue equipment, and it was funded through the organization's annual picture fundraiser.
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Panel formed to study
possible Rupp renovation

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
GRANDPARENTS AND GRANDCHILDREN TOGETHER: Denise Wooley, consumer science coordinator for the McCracken
County UK Extension service office, left, p3ses with Calloway County residents Patsy Rogers, Venita Winters and Sue Webb
while presenting the "Grandparents and Grandchildren Together" program at Murray's Extension office Monday. The class aids
grandparents and other family members that are raising children when the parents cannot. Those interested in taking the
class
are asked to call the office at 753-1452.

11 Jr. Achievement...
launched its fund drive to meet
the local $15,000 fundraising
In the first year. JA will work goal.
with around 550 middle and
"Our plan is to raise funds in
high school students at both the spring of each year leading
school systems. These programs up to the new school year so our
will prepare students for the real educators know going into the
world and help them experience new school year how many prothe opportunities and realities of grams they can request," said
the work place, achieve success Jason Pittman, local JA camin our community and learn to paign treasurer and banking
compete in the global market- center manager of CFSB.
place.
JA is also recruiting volun"Junior Achievement makes teers for this semester to teach
learning about business fun for JA entrepreneurship programs
students,"
said
Chad in 20 middle and high school
Stubblefield, chairman of Junior classrooms.
Achievement
of
MurrayFor more information on teachCalloway County Advisory ing the JA program this school
Board and Business Services year, contact Murray-Calloway
Officer at BB&T."IA programs County IA Program Coordinator
help students make the vital Conda Wilson at 762-7374. ext.
connection between the class- 320
or
room and life after graduation. conda.wi'son @calloway.kyschoo
We are happy to begin this new Is.us.
operation and reach students at
Volunteer applications are
both our local school systems available online at http://westwith Junior Achievement pro- ernky.ja.org/VotunteerforJA _ I Vol
grams."
unteer.html.
To provide adequate monetary
To make a donation to support
support for the local JA pro- the Murray-Calloway County JA
grams that both school systems programs, send to Junior
will be requesting for this AchieNement, do Jason Pittman,
upcoming school year, the advi- CFSB, 1721 North 12th Street.
sory board has officially Murray, Ky. 42071
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are disturbing and we, as a
House, need to hold him
accountable."
Lawmakers were thrown into
a legislative limbo of sorts last
week
when
the
House
adjourned from a special session and the Senate recessed. To
officially end a special session
in Kentucky, both the House
and Senate have to adjourn.
So House lawmakers could
reconvene if leadership wanted
to. But they're not so inclined.
"We have no plans to return
until the 2012 regular session
convenes," Democratic House
Speaker Greg Stumbo said in a
statement Monday.
Stumbo called instead for the
Senate to adjourn so legislative
pay could stop.
"By failing in this simple duty,
the Senate is costing taxpayers
$65,000 a day:' Stumbo said.
Legislative
Research
Commission Director Bobby
Sherman had ordered a hold on
legislative pay pending final
resolution of a provision in the
Medicaid bill that required lawmakers not to be paid during the
legislative recess. Beshear
vetoed that provision, saying it
runs afoul of language in the
state Constitution that limits
lawmakers' ability to quickly
change their own compensation.
"I'm going to wait until the
end of the session and apply the
law." Sherman said.
Beshear also used his veto
power Friday to strike portions
of the Medicaid bill that called
for spending cuts to most government services, including
education and public protection.
After weeks of fruitless talks,

the
Democratic-controlled
House accepted the Republicancontrolled Senate's Medicaid
plan. but only after getting an
assurance from Beshear that he
would use his veto power to
take out objectionable provisions.
The Medicaid issue had
become politically charged in a
gubernatorial election year.
Beshear is seeking re-election,
though he's unopposed in the
May 17 Democratic primary.
Republican Senate President
David Williams is one of three
candidates seeking the GOP
nomination to run against
Beshear.
Beshear had asked lawns
fOr what appeared tethe is simple
Medicaid fix: Transferring
$166.5 million from next year's
budget to shore up the program
this year. Then. next year's $425
million budget gap would be
plugged using privatization.
The Senate proposal would
have required cuts to most government agencies of 0.35 percent in the current fiscal year
and 1.74 percent next fiscal
year.
The House called those cuts
unacceptable and worked out
the deal with Beshear on vetoes.
What was left after Beshear
had finished marking it up was
similar to his original proposal.
Hoover said Beshear went too
far with the vetoes.
"Our caucus stood strongly
against cuts to education at the
time,"
present
he
said.
"However, the governor's
vetoes will have a serious
impact on trying to balance
Kentucky's budget.-
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Wells, to inspect area tennis
courts and hotel facilities.
Brockman said Murray would
benefit from an estimated 600
visitors the event is expected to
bring to the area Sept. 9-11 if
awarded the event.
"The event would pump nearly $200,000 in tourism revenue
into the local economy over the
weekend." Brockman said
"The parks department is work

amusing -- to resurrect sexist
stereotypes of girls and
tore plays a large role in this
women."
because it presents illusions of
Douglas previously wrote the
power. including many TV
acclaimed 1994 book "Where
shows where strong women are
shown in jobs previously the Girls: Growing Up Female
reserved for men, acting as doc- with the Mass Media." She said
tors, attorneys and judges. Since it was about the mixed messages
this creates the illusion that that women of the Baby Boom
women have made more gains generation received when they
in society than they actually were growing up. and she gave
have, it opens the door for men lectures at colleges across the
in power to hold women back country as the result of its sucfrom getting further, she said.
cess.
"This is a new, subtle, sneaky
By 2000, Douglas said she
form of sexism that seems to had already decided she needed
accept, and even celebrate, to write a sequel because
pop
female achievements on the surculture was changing so quickface. but it's really about repudily. She said her daughter reachating feminism and keep:
7 Hitt teenage .years also
women - 'especially '5mong'• • 14
• '
women .
in their pIace_,-..-raaused her to take niitice Of the
Douglas said. 'Inlightened sex- -media seemed to he trying to
ism insists that women made divide Baby Boomer feminist
plenty of progress because of mothers against their daughters,
feminism. Indeed, full equality especially in the area of obseshas allegedly been achieved. So sive consumerism and sexual
now it's OK - why, it's even display.
From Front

Visitors Bureau, Murray State
Town & Gown, the Chamber of
Commerce and local government and civic leaders in the
effort to secure the tournament."
The welcoming committee
hosted the USTA guests for
lunch on Monday at The Big
Apple as part of the day-long
visit.
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Oakley said she is honored to
receive the award. "I am blessed
to be a small part of the Murray

Independent School District's
family," she said. "Being a
school nurse is really cool, but
it's all about the children, and
not me."

From Front
Murray State University, civic
leaders, other local residents
and "hundreds of nders who
take to the streets each week,"
Mastera said. "We think this
will go a long way in improving
public awareness of that bicycle
traffic."
Share The Road signs are up
at the following highway locations in
Murray-Calloway
County:
• Ky. 1550. mile points 2.6
and 4.6, both directions
• Ky. 893. mile point 7.6, both
directions
• Ky. 1270. mile point 3.5.
both directions
• Ky. 1828. mile point 3.5.
both directions
• Ky. 1327. mile points 1.2
and 1.8. both directions
• Ky. 748, mile point 0.3.
southbound only

• Ky. 774, mile point 0.3, eastbound only
• Ky. 464, mile point 8.0, both
directions
• Ky. 299, mile point 5.4, both
directions
• US 641, mile point 6.0 northbound and mile point 10.2
southbound. Mile points 8.3 and
7.7 are both directions.
• Ky. 121, mile point 15.9,
southbound and mile point 13.8
northbound
• Ky. 94. mile point 10.8 westbound and mile point 7.7 eastbound
• US 641 Business (Chestnut
Street) mile point 2.5 2 westbound
Mastera says the City of
Murray has obtained about 30
Share the Road signs that will
he installed on city streets in the
next few weeks to further
enhance public awareness of
bicycle traffic.
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
said at a news conference
Associated Press
attended by former Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — coaching great Joe B. Hall in
Kentucky's storied basketball the lobby outside Rupp Arena.
program regained bragging "It's a tougher challenge to
rights over its rival down the examine an existing facility.
road by ending its Final Four Lots of questions associated
hiatus. Now civic leaders are with that, and yet there are
setting their sights on perhaps opportunities in that as well."
outdoing Louisville's new
In the never-ending basketball
arena.
arms race of high-paid coaches
The day after Kentucky and
recruits,
top-rated
clinched a Final Four berth, Louisville upped the ante this
Lexington Mayor Jim Gray past season by moving into the
appointed a 40-plus-member sparkling KFC Yum! Center.
task force Monday to study the The move into the $238 million.
future of Rupp Arena, the long- 22010-seat facility downtown
time home of the Wildcats.
came after 54 years at historic
It's the first step in deciding Freedom Hall at the state fairwhether to renovate the down- grounds.
town arena or possibly' build a
The new arena is replete with
new home for college basket- luxury suites, high-tech video
ball's all-time winningest pro- displays and a terrace overlookgram. The task force expects to ing the Ohio River. However, as
present its findings about a Kentucky kept advancing in this
redesigned venue early next year's NCAA tournament. the
year.
Cardinals went home early, losGray insisted he was starting ing their opener to Morehead
the review without any precon- State.
ceived preference.
Aging Rupp Arena remains
"Building new it's easy to get one of the top college basketball
your arms around, even though venues but lacks the revenueit's a big project," the mayor generating luxury boxes.
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Alix Bloodworth named February
Rotary Student of the Month
Alm Bloodworth, Murray
High School senior and the 2011
"Best Dressed" senior superlative was chosen as the February
Rotary Student of the month by
the MHS faculty and staff.
The MHS Dance Team captain and a four-year member
who
was
named
the
2009 and 2010
'Most Spirited
Team
Member',
Bloodworth
plans to pursue
a
Political
Science
and
Spanish major
Bloodworth at Murray State
University. A
four-year MHS Speech Team
member and the 2010 MHS
Speech Team captain and a
2008, 2009 and 2010 state
speech qualifier, Bloodworth
was recognized as the 2010
Most Valuable Speech Team
Member.
During Bloodworth's MHS
tenure, she believes her participation in the MHS Speech team
has been most impactful to her
growth as a person and to her
ability to learn to adapt.
"Through speech team, I
have seen, first-hand, the
rewards of hard work," she said.
"My freshman year. I only.
placed at one tournament.
However, each year. as 1 prac-

ticed more, in rum I saw my success."
Bloodworth participated in
Dramatic Interpretation, Prose,
Storytelling, and Poetry categories during competitions.
"Through my successes and
failures in speech, I have learned
so much," she said. "Each year,
I was given new pieces and new
events to try and each event has
a completely different set of
rules and it was a challenge to
do well in each."
A member of the MI'S
Spanish and Japanese Club.
Bloodworth has received first
place recognitions at former
Foreign Language Festival State
Competitions, including a 2010
first place costume honor. Most
recently, Bloodworth captured
first place recognitions in the
2011 FLF Spanish Chorus and
Dialogue competitions. She also
received a third place honor in
the Spanish Oral Proficiency
category.
Lisa Polivick, MHS Honors
English and History instructor,
described Bloodworth as a "fabulous Language Arts student."
"She excels in writing and
drama and is a passionate student who adds a great deal of
energy to the classroom,"
Polivick said.
As a High School peer mentor. Bloodworth mentors a
young middle school student on
a weekly basis.

"She is an extremely responsible young adult," Michele
Handegan, MMS fourth grade
teacher, said. "She arrives and
quickly jumps in and helps
assist my student. My student
looks forward to her coining and
often draws pictures at home to
give to Alix as a present."
Adrienne Custer, MHS
Black and Gold Advisor, said
Bloodworth is an asset to the
Black & Gold staff as the
Opinion Editor. "She is always
happy, has a great attitude about
school, and is a pleasure to have
in class."
A four-year Murray High
School Band member and a
Leadership Tomorrow alumna,
Bloodworth is a member of the
National Honors Society. An
active member of Playhouse in
The Park Young Actors Guild,
Bloodworth is a member of the
Covenant Youth Ministries
Advisory Council and an
employee with Cheri Theaters.
Teresa Speed. MHS principal, said Bloodworth is a wonderful student and role model.
"She serves as an exemplar
individual in the school, community, and will continually
reflect this Image as she pursues
his academic and professional
pursuits," Speed said.
Bloodworth is the daughter
David and Holly Bloodworth,
Murray.
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DR. SEUSS: Kindergarten students at North Calloway Elementary School are pictured with
special Dr. Seuss story characters during a visit to the school on Dr. Suess' birthday. The characters read and acted out a story for the students

Photo provided

CCHS BAND: Students from the Calloway County High School Laker Band recently competed at the KMEA First District Solo & Ensemble Festival held at Murray State University. The
following CCHS hand students earned distinguished ratings: Chase Barrow, Katie Saylor,
Lauren Wilson, Gina Stenberg, Elizabeth Roberts. Meagan Allbritten, Shari Okuda, Courtney
Martin, Darcy Stephenson, Jennifer Edwards, Daniel Walker. Luke Beam, Tim Chapman, Alex
Brumley. Curt Thurman, Tim Heinz, Jeremy Jones, Emily Crouse. Kristen Clayton, Jason
Stowart, Austin Shepherd, Logan Enoch, Alexandria Nance, June Harvey and Seth Enoch.
Several other CCHS students eamea proficient ratings as well. The Laker Band program is
under the direction of Dr. Derek Jones and Kevin Suiter.

Murray Independent Schools Parents and Alumni
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FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVERS: The Murray High School Future Problem Solving Team
recently captured second place in the distnct, advancing to regional competitions. Pictured,
from left, Drew Kelleher, Travis Durr, coach Josh Thackston. Daniel Hughes and Brandon
Kipphut. Thackston said costumes are in rio way required or encouraged as part of the future
problem solving process but its just a team effort by members.
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The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club
appreciates the support of our
CARING COMMUNITY partnersfor honoring
Steve McReynolds & his family
and Dr. Clegg Austin
for their continuing acknowledgement that
CHARACTER COUNTS.

COMMUNITY
ESSAY CONTEST
4TH ANNUAL
AWARDS BANQUET
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Sponsors

Donors

Steve McReynolds Family
Alpha Dept., Murray Woman's Clinic
Character Counts Coalition
Murray Ledger & Times
Mayfield Printing Inc.

BB&T
CFSB
Murray Bank
Regions Bank
Parker Ford
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet/
Toyota of Murray
Warren Hopkins, Attorney
William C. Adams, Attorney
Woodmen of the World
Dan's
Grey's Properties, LLC
Pierce & Associate, PLLC
Thornton Tile & Marble

Banquet Sponsors
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

EXPLORE
SCORES

PLAN
SCORES

MURRAY
MIDDLE
SCHOOL

MURRAY
HIGH
SCHOOL

2nd highest
EXPLORE score
in the region

1st highest
PLAN score
in the region

Top 10%
middle schools
in the state for

Top 4%
high schools
in the state for

EXPLORE scores

PLAN scores

14th highest
EXPLORE score

8th highest
PLAN score
in the state

in the state

See www.murray.kyschools.us for complete EXPLORE/PLAN information.
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Obituaries
Dr. Charles Moore
Dr, Charles Moore. 86. of Murray. died Monday. March 28, 2011,
at I I :15 a.m. at his home. Arrangements are incomplete at this time
through the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Barbara Ann Hale
Barbara Ann Hale, 72. ot Paducah. died Sunday. March 27. 2011.
in Benton. Arrangements are incomplete at this time through the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Pearl Frances Laster
Pearl Frances Laster. 86, of Russellville, died Monday. March 28,
2011, at Hearthstone Place in Elkton.
Born Nov. 16, 1924 in Muhlenberg County, she was a member of
Second Baptist Church in Russellville.
In addition to her parents. Earl and Bertha Mallory Bilyeu, she
was preceded in death by her husband. Marvin Laster; and a daughter. Delores Laster.
She is survived by three sons. Mac Laster and Marvin Harold
Laster, both of Russellville, and David Laster of Murray; a daughter, Barbara Belcher of Dumor; two brothers, George Bilyeu of
Russellville. and Robert Earl Bilyeu of Alabama; three sisters, Lill
Dukes of Russellville. Sue Evanston of Illinois. and Minnie
Buchanan of Christian County; eight grandchildren, three stepgrandchildren, five great-grandchildren and 12 step-great-grandchildren
Funeral services will be held Friday. April I, 2011, at 11 a.m. at
Young Funeral Home Russellville Chapel with Brad Rogers officiating. Burial will follow in the First General Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Visitation will be Thursday. March 31, after 5 p.m., and Fnday,
from 8 a.m. until funeral hour at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the First General
Baptist Church Cemetery Fund. Arrangements are handled by
Young Funeral Home Russellville Chapel.

Elizabeth C. Williams
Elizabeth C. Williams. 89. of Murray. died Monday, March 28.
2011. at 1:27 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Born Aug. 15,1921 in Jackson, she was a homemaker.
In addition to her parents. John and Annie B.(Gilbert) Hall, she
was preceded in death by her first husband, Charles William
Clayton: her second husband, Robert Williams; and four sons,
Charles Clayton. Lloyd Clayton. James Clayton and John Clayton.
She is survived by her son, Michael Clayton and wife. Kathy of
Hardin; one sister, Joanna Kara of Chicago. Ill.; and eight grandchildren.
Services will he private at Murray Cemetery. There will be no
public visitation.
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled bv: Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home,

Myrtis Stubblefield
Myrtis Stubblefield, 99, of Murray, died Monday, March 28,
2011, at 1:25 a.m. at her home.
Born Jan. 14, 1912 in Calloway County, she was a homemaker
and a member of the New Concord Church of Christ.
Preceding in death were her husband. Ewen Stubblefield; parents, Odia and Gertrude Wisehart McClure; two brothers, Glen
Mason McClure and Aylon McClure; and sister, Fay Warren. She is
survived by a daughter, Glenda Martin and husband, Larry of
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Murray: sister, Nell Smith of Murray; sister-in-law. Clemonteen
McClure of Pans, Tenn.: and two grandchildren. Zach and Brad
Martin, both of Murray.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday. March 30. 2011 at 2
p.m at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Bob Palmer and
Steven Hunter officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. 'Visitation will be held tonight. Tuesday. from 58 p.m. at the funeral home. Online condolences may be made at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Keith Tabers. 52, of Benton. died Thursday. March 24. 2011, at
his home following an extended illness.
Born in Nashville. Tenn., on Aug. 11, 1958, to
the late Gerald and Shirley Ann Pierce Tabers, he
graduated from Murray High School in 1976 and
then graduated from the National Joint
Apprenticeship Training Program where he
attained his electrical license. He was an electrician and v. as employed through the IBEW Local
Union /1816 based in Paducah. He was also a
member of the First Baptist Church in Murray.
He is survived by two daughters, Kori Tabers
and Karli Tabers. both of Murray; one son. Jared
Tabers
Tabers of Murray: one sister. Terri Burkey and husband, Sean of Murray; one brother, Barry Tabers of
Paducah: two grandchildren, Riley Tabers and C'ooper Tabers. both
of Cadiz. and special friend, Cathy West of Aurora.
A memorial service will be held Thursday. March 31, 2011, at 10
a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Brett Miles
officiating. Visitation will be Wednesday. March 30. from 5-8 p.m.
at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy can be made to
Lourdes Hospice, PO Box 7100, Paducah, KY 42003.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Alberta Green
Nora Alberta Green, 91, of Fulton. died Monday. March 28.
2011. at 4:48 a.m. at Haws Memorial Rehab and Nursing Facility.
Born July 8, 1919 in Fulton, she was a member of the First
Baptist Church, where she served as Sunday School teacher and
Baptist Women's President. She was also a member of Fulton
Woman's Club where she held many officer positions including
President. She was an active member of Fulton Country Club, where
she served as Ladies Day Chairman and golf chairrnan, and was a
member of the Daughters of the American Revolution and Fulton
Homemakers. She also served as PTA President and Boy Scout
Leader.
In addition to her parents. Albert and Mary(Moss)Bard, she was
preceded in death by her husband, James Green; son, Jimmy Green:
and brother, Warren Bard.
She is survived by two sons, Don Green and wife, Judy of South
Fulton, and Marvin Green and wife, Shirley of Paducah; daughterin-law, Pat Green of Murray; six granddaughters. Dawn
Vlassopoulas of Henderson, Nev., Michelle Davis, Lori Caldwell
and Leslie Boaz, all of Murfreesboro, Tenn., Jessica Newman of
Paducah, and Amanda Anderson of Winchester: and 13 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, March 30. 2011. at 10
a.m. at Hombeak Funeral Chapel in Fulton with the Rev. Jeff Keith
and Paul Adams officiating. Burial will be in Palestine Cemetery in
Fulton. Visitation will be tonight. Tuesday, from 6-8 p.m., and
Wednesday. from 8 a.m. until funeral hour at the funeral chapel.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church
Building Fund, 115 Second Street. Fulton, KY 42041.
Online condolences may he made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com. Arrangements are handled by Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
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James Monroe

Morris

Funeral services for James Monroe Morris. 87. of Murray. will be
held Wednesday, March 30. 2011. at II a.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight. Tuesday, from 5-8
p.m. at the funeral home. Morris died Saturday.
March 26. 2011, at 7:35 p.m. at his home.
Born Sept. 22. 1923 in Fort Henry, Tenn., to the
late Mat and Flowery Robinson Morris, he retired
from Murray State University as a foreman in
1990. In addition to his parents. Morris was preceded in deadt by his wife, Paulene Hill. who died
Aug. 29. 2006; sister. Bonnie Allen Fulton; and a
Morris
brother-in-law, Frank Hill.
He is survived by a son, David Anthony Morris and wife. Cynthia
Russell of' Murray: sisters, Delia Bell Parker of Puryear, Tenn., and
Katie Reeder of Murray; brothers-in-law. Daryl Hill and wife,
Phyllis, Linard Hill and Howard Hill. all of Murray, and Glynn Hill
and wife, Kathy of Brunswick. Ga.: grandchildren. Jaydan RussellMorris. Reannon "Leanna" Nance-Morris and fiancé. Max Lopez of
Murray; several nieces, nephews, cousins and extended family.
Expressions of sympathy may be sent to American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, KY 42003. Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhoine.com.
Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

William B. Duncan
Funeral services for William B. Duncan.91.of Murray, were held
today, Tuesday.. March 29, 2(111, at 11 a.na. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale and Alan Miller officiating. Burial
followed at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Serving as pallbearers were Mark Duncan.
Grant Duncan, Joseph Suiter, Eddie Clyde Hale.
Glenn Outland and Randy Darnell. Honorary pallbearers were Elders and Deacons of Friendship
Church olChrist. Duncan died Friday, March 25,
2011, at 1:30 p.m. at the Lake Way Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in Benton.
Born. Feb. 7, 1920 in Calloway County. to the
late John Freeman and Beckham Worsham
Duncan, he was a veteran of World War II where he
Duncan
was a Sergeant in the Army, a member of the local
VFW, a farmer and had retired from Tappan. He
was the oldest member of Friendship Church of
Christ and prior to death he was the oldest Duncan
living in Calloway County.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in
death by his wife, Hilda Pritchett Duncan; sister,
Birdeen Clements; and brother. L.B. Duncan. He is survived by his
daughter, Janie Suiter and husband, Kenneth of Murray': sons,
Charles D. Duncan and wife. Linda of Farmington, and Bobby L.
Duncan and wife. Marsha of Benton; brother. Alfred Duncan of
Marion. Ill.: grandchildren, C. Mark Duncan and wife. Regina of
Farmington, Erica Duncan and Grant Duncan. both of Benton.
Rebecca McLaren and husband. Chad of Paducah, Sarah Steele and
husband. Jamie of Calvert City. and Joseph Sutter of Murray; and
five great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Funeral services for Charles M. Burkeen, 82. 01 Murray. w ill he
held today. Tuesday, March 29, 2011, at 2 p.m. at Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home with the Rev. Brad Burns offielating. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers will he his neighbors and
11
friends. Music will be provided by Nelson Key.
=;
Joetta Kelly, Carol Kelly, Kellie Kelly and Emma
Dean Clayton. Burkeen died Sunday. March 27,
2011. at 12:20 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Born
Dec. 3. 1928 in Murray, he was a member of Elm Grove Baptist
Church, a retired farmer and a U.S. Army veteran, having served in
the Korean Conflict
Preceding in death were a son, James Graves Burkeen; and his
parents. Jim and Annie (Lovett) Burkeen. He is survived by his wife,
Bobbie Nell (Jones) Burkeen. whom he married Dec. 19. 1953: one
sister-in-law. Annie Nance and husband. Vernon of Murray; and several cousins. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Elm Grove
Baptist Church Building Fund, 6483 St. Rt. 94 E., Murray. KY
42071: The Gideons. P.O. Box 931, Murray, KY 42071; or The
Graves Burkeen Scholarship Fund at Campbellsville University.
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements
are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Hr
ne
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Oil prices will remain
volatile despite drop
Oil prices fell to near $103 a
barrel Tuesday as Libyan rebels
made gains in their struggle to
topple Moammar Gadhafi and
restart crude exports from the
OPEC nation.
By early afternoon in
Europe. benchmark crude for
May delivery was down $1.02
to $102.96 a barrel in electronic
trading on the New York
Mercantile Exchange. The contract dropped $1.42 on Monday
to settle at $103.98.
In London. Brent crude was
down $1.04 at $113.76 a barrel
on the ICE futures exchange.
Oil prices have come off near
two-year highs above $106 last
week after coalition bombing
pushed back Gadhafi forces and

allowed rebels to retake key oil
ports. Fighting is expected to
become more fierce as rebels
approach the capital Tripoli-a
Gadhafi stronghold.
"We believe the hopes of
Libyan oil shipments normalizing soon are exaggerated ... and
consequently do not expect oil
prices to continue falling," said
analysts at Commerzbank in
Frankfurt. "The security situation in Libya is still tense, which
is making it difficult for oil
workers to return to production
sites."
Trading volume of oil futures
fell last week to its lowest level
this year as investors tracked
news n6t only from the Middle
East, but also Japan.
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Knitting class to be
held Thursday
Free knitting classes, taught by Dot Allen
and held at the Murray Calloway Senior
Citizens Center, 607 Poplar St., will he
Thursday. March 31, at 12:30 p.m. Class is
available to individuals aged 60 and older.
Yarn will be provided, but participants will
need to bring their own size 8 knitting needles. Sign up for classes by calling 753-0929.

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor
open

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each
Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday from 8-9 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. All meetings are

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information,
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday. March 31, at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Public Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646.

Dixon Cemetery to have maintenance day
Spnng maintenance day for the Dixon Cemetery in Tngg County
will be Saturday. April 2, at 9 a.m. A picnic will be held OP the
grounds at noon.

Cookout for a Cure to be held
Heritage Bank will hold their Second Annual "Cookout for a
Cure" in support of Relay for Life on Friday. April IS. from I I a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the South branch. 210 North 12th Street (across from
KFC ). Sack lunches will include a grilled hamburger or hotdog,
chips, drink and a dessert. All proceeds will be donated to Relay for
Life. Orders of five or more are asked to notify the bank by April 14,
by e-mailing glennIntts@bankwithheritage.com or contacting
Jackie Thurman or Janice Claud at 753-7921.

Murray Musketeers to walk for diabetes
The Murray Musketeers invites all Murray and Calloway County
residents and organizations to join their team in the JDRF Walk to
Cure Diabetes on Saturday. April 16, at Noble Park in Paducah.
Registration is at I p.m. and the walk begins at 2:30 p.m. For more
information, contact Tyra Gamble at tylee950I @aol.coin

Kids Against Hunger seeks volunteers
The Murray Chapter of Kids Against Hunger has scheduled a
packaging session for Saturday. April 16. Volunteers may choose
one of the three shifts scheduled: 9-11 a.m.; 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.; or 1 3 p.m. Kids Against Hunger packages a nutritious rice, soy, freeze
dried vegetable based casserole that is placed in an air-tight sealed
package which feeds a family of six. Preparation requires adding
water, placing in casserole dish and baking in the oven. Need Line
distributes the food in the Murray-Calloway County area.
Volunteers ages 8 to senior adults may call (270) 753-1492(0 sign
up for the packaging session.

Murray Woman's Club holds Spelling Bee
Special to the Ledger
rhe Second Annual Murray
Spelling Bee held Monday.
March 21. at the' Murray
Woman's Club House was a
huge success. More than 100
people attended the event and 14
teams competed.
The Spelling Bee, sponsored
by the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club and cosponsored by the Murray Rotary
Club. is for adults with three
members per team who collaborate on the correct spelling of
each word. Mike Mallory from
WPSD Channel 6 was the
Master of Ceremonies and Terry
Little was the Enunciator.
Judges
Jo
were
Kathy
Stubblefield, Dottie Lyons and
Wanda Johnson. all from the
Alpha Department Timekeeper
was Lois Pharris, Chairman of
the Alpha Department. A special
guest was Matt Mallory. son of
Mike Mallory. Matt was able to
spell one of the words a team
missed. Brittany Tipton. daughter of Amanda Tipton who
served as a team member for
Murray Middle School, also
spelled a word correctly that the
adults had missed.
The staff of the Adult

riammoir

Photo by Terry Little
Mike Mallory. far left, and son. Matt. congratulate the winning team of the Second Annual
Murray Spelling Bee, Members of "The Rotary Wheels" were Roger Reichmuth, Pete
Lancaster and Nelson Shroat.
Learning Center was on hand to
help with the silent auction,
refreshments and signing-in of
teams. The Adult Learning
Center staff also arranged the
words for the bee. Rotary
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s rebels
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Special to the Ledger
Elizabeth "Libby- Files, a junior Murray State University
advertising major. has been
awarded a Vance and Betty Lee
Stickel' Memorial internship
from the American Advertising
Federation.
She will work this slimmer
with the digital media department for JC Penney at the corporate headquarters in Plano.
Texas.
A native of Evansville. Ind.,
Files is president of the Msu
Ads Club, vice president of marketing in Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity, a member of
Hart College and works for KSquared Designs in magazine
design. She has also been on the
team that competes in the annual AAF college Avertkin,2

petition.
ior standing and must be returnInternship ing to college the fall following
Stickel'
The
Program was established in the summer internship.
1989 in honor of Vance L.
Each AAF chapter advisor
Stickell (1925-87), former exec- may nominate one student. Gill
utive vice president of market- Welsch, the Murray State AAF
ing tor the Los Angeles Times chapter advisor and head of the
and a member of the Advertising advertising major, said that Files
Hall of Fame.
was an outstanding candidate. In
During his 39-year career in addition to her advertising activadvertising, he established him- ities, she has almost a perfect
self nationally as a highly 4.0 grade-point average.
respected advertising practitionWelsch noted that the MSU
er and statesman. He led the Los AAF chapter has now had five
Angeles Times to national students selected for the prestiprominence while pioneering gious
internship—Maronda
industry -w ide improv ementv,v-P8M5Y,Y Dowdy, Eric Tritv.14‘
that have had lasting impact tar- loantia'Conklin. gshley John"
the advertising community
4 and•Files.
To be eligible tor the internOnce nominated, the saudent
ship, students must be member
in good standing of an AAF college chapter. have at least a jun-

The Murray High School Cross Country team will hold a 5K and
Fun Run on Saturday. May 21. at 9 a.m. at the high school.
Registration will be at 8 a.m. The course is well-marked on the
neighborhood roads surrounding MHS. Water stops are at each mile
and course marshals will control traffic. Register before May 15 for
discount and guaranteed T-shirt. Proceeds will benefit MHS Cross
Country. To register or for more information. contact Elaine Kight
at Elaine.kight@inurray.ky-schools.us.
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Free tax help is available at the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens
Center, located at 607 Poplar Street. Trained AARP volunteers will
prepare taxes for those with low and moderate income, with special
attention to those age 60 and older. Volunteers are available each
Wednesday through April 6. Appointments are necessary and can be
made by calling 753-0929.

Murray Bank plans trip to Spain

IfirCIUrface-of Murray

LLc

1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, KY

A Personal Care Home

event, arranged for prizes and
refreshments and recruited the
teams. Money raised by the
Spelling Bee goes to support the
Adult Learning Center.

must submit a portfolio packet
consisting of an advertising
analysis, two essays. a resume,
an extracurricular sheet, two
outside references and a reference from the faculty adviser ot
the AAF student chapter. The
advertising agencies interns are
matches to are recognized
nationally and internationally.
and expose interns to new learning and. working opportunities,
"I feel incredibly honored and
humbled:' said Files. "I work so
hard, and it's great to -see it pay
off. I am most excited about tak.ing the opportunity to better
•ruyaelf, get away from home and
sitl6ol. and experience life ori
fl'ov.ir terms.-

Baby Registry

Murray High holds 5K,Fun Run

The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a trip to Spain for Oct. 28
through Nov. 6, 2011. This trip includes stays in Madnd. Costa del
Sol and Seville. Visits will also be made to Toledo, Grenada, Ronda,
Jerez and Cordoba. Those interested or for more information, e-mail
Brenda Sykes at bsykes(a)themurraybank.com, or call 767-3338.

President Jayne Cnsp, along
with Alpha Department members, Trish Barton, Sandra
Whittenberg, Cindy Graves.
Lisa Kim, Donna Hemdon and
Genie May, chair, planned the

MSU's Files receives AAF internship

Tax help for seniors now available

Lin

e-mail: communitynewsPinurrayledger.com

Photo provided
MAGAZINE CLUB: The Murray Magazine Club met
Thursday. March 24 at Dumplin's. Jean Cooper, left, presented the program. "Iran." Jean Blankenship, center, gave the
devotional and Carol Wimberly served as hostess. The next
meeting will be Thursday, April 28.

In
order
to be your
best, you
need to-feel
your bet.
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A
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Linda & Matthew Bartholomy
Taylor Boggess & Chad Sheets
Vanessa Rotarf & Coty Maxfield
Mary Michael & Derek Brashears
Megan Brewer & Jamey Coe
Mandy & Kris Burnett
Jessica Buzzxatto & Gene Hooper
Patrice & Isaac Chew
Chrissie & Jed Clark
Savana Coleman
Shaye & Tyler Coursey
Missy & Joe Crawford
Kayla & Scott Daniels
Shona Edwards & Robert Rogers
Laken & Jacob Falwell
Antonia & Scott Faulkner
Jennifer & Josh Garland
Amber & Chris Gillum
Ciera Gobert & Justin Weaver
Tiffany Henson & Mason Milby
Laryn Hignite & Patrick Atcher
Britta & Shane Ingrum
Ashley Jones
Heather & Brandon Lawrence
Allison & Clay McClanahan
Jessica & Casey Naber
Megan & Ian Norris
Chantei & Matthew Pillow
Amanda & James Powell
Madeline Riley & Chase Hobbs
Jessica & Craig Robinson
Mandy & Hugh Rollins
Rachel & Brian Rommes
Kristy & John Spann, IV.
Sumer Taylor & Grant Page
Katherine & Jamey lash
Jessica Wilburn & Erick Young
Jennifer Westphal

Our

Registered
Bridal Couples:
Emily Futrell
& Chris Fike
Sara Butler
& Gregory Gilbert
Amy Melvin
& Matthew Middlebrooks
Lauren Daniel
& Tim Ulseth
Kristi Hintz
& Ryan Pickens
Linda Dinh
& Bryan Nixon
Blair Lane
& Tyler Brockman
Brittany Davis
& William Riggs
Holly Nelson
& Logan Schwettman
Heather Collins
& Shawn McClure
Brittany Ross
& T.J. Hargrove
Mallory Neitner
& Greg Ryan
Brittni Sullivan
& Josh Kerr
't Old

at

rit,:;!ti•tt.

at

CALLOWAY COUNTY

Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?
We now offer short term respite care.
Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
11111 Free 1-888-666-9313
Ask far Karen or Thntra

I CHIROPRACTIC

tuff 2544?
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1

•

!), Aribbk:
sr,'ithnt

& 44(
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0i4.VER:
Karen Allhhtten (',in
St

appeinistiOit.todtty with Dr. Scott ?wet_ilt.%44wer host' Chiropractic Can can help you.'

Wide Afars'

.. .1710D
-MAY
NORTH / 753-6100
www.CA1.1.0kVAYCOUVNCHIROPRACTIC.com
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Give Back Scholars Week held recently by MSU
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• Angel's Clinic

$ 11,000.00

One thousand
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kandyi. Dunn
Pr...ideal, Mures, Slate l'Alyersity

Photo provided

Left to right, Sherry Crittendon, LoTarsha Lee. and Arica Whittaker of Angels Attic accept a
1,000 check from Murray State University signed by President Dr. Randy Dunn during MSU's
Give Back Scholars event recently honoring those the 'give back" lathe community in various
ways.

Photo provided
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Comprehensive Plan; a
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American Cancer Society representatives, include Malone Garrett, Katie BaizeII, Jesurun
Kelly, Tyler Watson, Pam Whittemore, Jennifer Young and Crystal Nadeau accept a $1,000
check from MSU during Give Back Scholars event recently.

:inners
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interested bidders ma
location. Further inforra
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County Board of Educa
reject any andior al
irregularities in bidding.
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A cheak from Murray State University for $1,000 to Special Olympics was received by Tyler
Spann. Caitlin Severns. Natalie Elliot, and Laura Miller during MSU's Give Back Scholars
event.

Big Brothers Big Sisters of Calloway County Director Suzy Crook along with Jen Block. Alex
Scott, and Candace Nevels accept a $1,000 donation from Murray State University during the
Give Back Scholar's program. The funds wit be used to provide adult mentors for area children.
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of City Hall located at I
the following; Amenda
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Murray Planning I/

Alcoholics Anonymous lists schedule
Murray.
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at

615 South 12th St.. in the
Southside Shopping Center

Pet month for
12 months
Reg Price
$34 99/mo
DISH America
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Mike &
Jack Wood,
Owners

_
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Wood

behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday. 8 p m.. closed, no
smoking. 12x12 study: Monday.
noon. open. no smoking. 8 p.m.
open. smoking: Tuesday. 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking: Wednesday.
11 a.m. closed, no smoking.
good old timers meeting.6 p.m..
closed, ladies meeting, smoking,
8 p.m.. open, smoking,
Thursday. 8 p.m. closed, smoking, big book meeting, Friday.
12 noon. open. no smoking. 8
p.m. open. smoking. newcomers
meeting: Saturday. 10 a.m..
open, no-smoking, breakfast ot
champions meeting. 8 p.m
open, no-smoking, speaker
meeting. Closed meetings are
for people who think they have a
problem with alcohol and want
to give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting. For information.
call Mitch at 753-9320. Chuck
at 436-2552. Joe at 753-4161 or
Dixie at 873-8172.

FORREST VIE'
1213 N
Office

Accepting
Call For At

I & 2 Bedrof
One)
Basic Rent
Central

Cr

753-0530
Digital Home Advantage pier requires 24 month agreement and credit qualification
Caiiceirariori lee of $17 50monrh remarrung applies rf service ma terminated beforc
end of agreement Programming credas adpry during the first 12 months Free Start
dard Professonal installatron only Upfront and monthly fees may apply Prices Pack ages uric programming suhiect to clange *shout notrce Additional restrictions may
aptiry Offer avacahle mar new arid quairfied former customers iind ends 5/17/11

Notice

Health Coverage You Need.
Rates Yu Can Afford;
We're your local choice for world-cl

Specializing in individual and group health care coverage.

McNUTT INSURANCE, INC.
is, • 1,411 do.ii Pt

wwsv peeitiaand corn

Anthem +V

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Photo provided

Ashleigh Guynn, Mandy Ray, Ellie Doom, and Calloway County Humane Society Director
Kathy Hodge accept a $1,000 gift from Murray State University during a recent Give Back
Scholar's program honoring students that contribute to the community.

Wilson speaker for recent POINT meeting
By BOB McGAUGHEY
MSU Public Relations
Dr. Brenda Wilson. associate
professor of Murray State
University's Department of
and
Science
Computer
Information Systems. was the
speaker at the March 22 meeting
(Professional
of
POINT
Organization for Information
and Network Technologies) in
Murray.
Wilson noted that the percentage of women in the computing

rim) 1-8
(2
0704)
-5-1
)1

020

Electronics

(On the Court Square) MurrayDISH.com

I6TH S

Hours: !I

field was the worst of all the
technical fields. However, the
percentage at Murray State has
improved since the seven percent rating in 2005. In 2010 it
had grown to 17.4 percent.
There are several explanations
for few females in the computing field, according to Wilson.
"The stereotype of the nerd who
is a loner with social ineptitude
turns off girls faster than just
about anything. Also, there are
few role models for young girls

to see and there is a true bias videos. games, animated greetamong parents. middle/high ing cards, etc. in workshops for
school teachers and counselors -STEM participation among
to encourage males toward com- middle and high school girls and
puting and steer girls away." she boys.
added.
Also, a Women in Computing
One of the solutions. said organization has been formed at
Wilson, was to introduce girls to Murray State which "celebrates.
computing before high school. informs and supports women in
Wilson and her students have computing. It also works with a
used Alice (an innovative 3-D community of successful technianimation environment) that cal women, educators, employallows students to use critical ers and policy makers to
thinking skills to create short improve working and learning
environments for women."
POINT was started in Feb.
2009 by the Regional Business
and Innovation Center (RBIC).
the MSU Department of
Computer
Science
and
Information Systems and the
Center for Telecommunications
Systems Management.
The mission is "to introduce
and share knowledge in the
high-tech fields of software
development and information
technology while providing
environments for professionals
to network on a regular basis."
Membership is free and
admission to the meetings is a
business card. The next scheduled meeting is for late April in
Hopkinsville. For information,
contact Beth Ward at 270-8096074.

Are *a Ready For
a ehallehge?
"TACKLE THE TITAN..:

FREE
APPETIZER

30- Pizza Challenge, 3 People,
3 Mppings, 30 Minutes, No Timeouts!
(One Topping Has' to be Meat)
'with Entree Purchase:

4

- WIN A $300 PRIZE VALUE!-

SHOPPES OF MURRAY 0 (270) 762-0022

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do OCCUf.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

I

050
Lost and Found

I

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8. Times

Cali 753-1916

Accepting Applications
at 104 S. 5th St. No
phone calls please.
RN Full-time 6am-2pm
LPN full-time 2p-10o
Apply in person at
Acres
Green
HealthCare, 402 W
Footling, Mayfield KY

SEEKING babysitter
for a 3 year and 6 year
old 2-3 days per week
436-2619 References
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Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for an,'

error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made.
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Ordinance Number 2011-19jl3 L:second reading)
and ordinance amending Ordinance Number 794 to
rezone property located at 1016 Shapre Street and
owned by Anthony W. Boyd from R-2 (single family
residential) to 8-4 (medium density businessdistrict). The Planning Commission approved the
rezoning by a vote of6-3 based on the following findings of fact the property is identified as
commercial use in the City of Murray
Comprehensive Plan; and the adjoining properties
tin 12th Street and Shams. Street are zoned 8-4.
taa BtllWejj
Bill Wells, Mayor
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Farm Equipment
tiessy Equrprenl
Sports Equiprnent
F irewood
Musocel
MobiM Some Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile nomes For Rent
Mobile Monte Lots For Rent
(lowness Rentals
Aptptmerils For Ref
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Lvestock & Suppl.s
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

-- CLASSIFIED AD RATES ...430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
SOO
510
520
530
560
570

Reel Estate
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lot. For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreege
NORMS For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Spon Lttrety Vehicles
Used Cars
lrans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Onered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplres

IllIsrl Al
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$8.50 Column Inch, 60. Discount 2nd Run,
40". Discount 3rd Run.
f All 3 Ads Must Run IV:thug 6 Pau Peril ,
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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ISO
Help Raid

PART TIME DAYCARE
TEACHER If you are
interested in working
between 4-6 hours per
day. Mon-Fri in a
Christian Day Care,
come to Higher Praise
Worship Center fd
5623 Hwy. 641 N. for
an application, or call
753-2777 and ask for
Ms. Phyllis. Starting
pay $7.25/hr.

PECO

Attest:
OfiliarliaieridUre
Ilarla McClure, City Clerk
Summary Prepared by. Warren Hopkins
City Attorney
INVITATION TO BID
SENIOR PICTURES
ilhir Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Senior Pictures for
Calloway County High School. Bids will be
accepted until 1-00 p.m., Wednesday, Apnl 6, 2011.
Specifications are on file at the Board office at 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Any
interested bidders may obtain copies at that
location. Further information may be obtained by
calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300 The Calloway
County Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any andior all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding.
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Frtanctal
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Kato Wanted
Poulton Wanted
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Business Opporrunny
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Computers
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Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will meet in special session to hold a public hearing on Tuesday.
April 5, 2011 at 5-00 p.m.in the council chambers
of City Hall located at 104 N 5t_11 Street to review
the following: Amendments'to residential PUPRobertson Rd. South- The Gates, Phase I- I)-D, Inc
"All interested persons are invited to attend If
further information is needed, please contact the
Murray Planning Department at 762-0330

FORREST VIEW APARTMENTS
1213 N. 16TH ST., MURRAY. KY
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 2:00-4:00

Accepting
resu MOS
All sales Career,'&-other posilm,
,
Send to .
P.
0 Box 36!3
hikulay.'KY- .
42071
Sirloin Stockade now
hiring experienced grill
cook. P'ease apply in
person.
WCO. LLC now hiring
direct care, working
with disabled adults.
Nights & weekends.
Applications at 411 N.
4th St. 767-1543
WE are a rapidly growing insurance office
with a dedicated staff
looking for an insurance secretary/account
executive, If you organized, self-motivated,
and have high energy.
you could be that person. You must have a
can do attitude and
good computer skills.
Insurance experience
preferred.
Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-M. Murray, KY.

15' x 4' Round meta
frame pool. Includes
pool, filter pump. lagder,skimmer.vaccuum,
used one season.
$130.00, Installation
$75.00. 270-978-7255
32" RCA, three years
old. $75. Maytag dryer
works great. 575.
293-3109.
7'X7' Marlboro tent.
coleman 30, EL sleeping bag, full size
matress and pump.
Barely used. $95.00.
270-978-7255
Bicycle-Trek(EX91 26",
medium frame, full suspension 'mountain bike
for sale. Two years old
in great condition.
$850. 270-753-7078
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N-Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins.
270-753-4161
DAVIS- cherry bedroom suite Caroline
Walker style. $2500
705-4800 or 674-5971
G.E. 4 cult refrigerator, garden wagon,
Power Wheels Jeep,
Lawn
Sears
42Sweeper. Call
489-2311 after 3:30.
Kayak(s) for sale.
Dagger/Zydeco:
281/2ft Kayaks for sale
$200.00 each or both
for $350.00. Call
270-753-7078.
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

090
Domestic & Chlidcare

Accepting Applications
Call For An Appointment
I & 2 Bedroom Townhouses
One year lease
Basic Rent at $345-5375
Central Heat & Air
(270)753-1970
rDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283 -6
020

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
[

OSO
Lost and Found

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

Accepting Applications
at 104 S. 5th St. No
phone calls please.
RN Full-time 6arm2pm.
LPN full-time 2p-10o
Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing, Mayfield KY
SEEKING babysitter
for a 3 year and 6 year
old. 2-3 days per week
436-2619. References

WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean.
References
978-3583
MOT HER of three
would love to care for
your children in my
home.
Hazel, KY
Southwest
School
District. Mon-Fri. 2272111

-1505
. E Sooh

12th-St
- (270)751-1713

^le
t

&Aar. Piano,
licks & MOW
klub Welcome!
Also: DJ & Sound 1
We Train Youth
Bands!

usiness
Opportunity

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any.
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

NURSING
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing
and Rehabilitation
RN/LPWCNA
Positions are available.
A current Kentucky
nursing license or
nursing assistant
certification is required.
Long term care
experience is preferred.
We offer competitive
pay and benefits with a
focus on continuing
education and
professional
development.
Contact Cindy Ivy
270.443.6543
Cynthia ivy@LCCA.corn
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, 42001
Visit us online at
LCCA.COM
E0E/M/FN/D
Job #22705

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
selling lot, building,
licenses, fixtures, and
inventory.
Recession proof
business.
Historic location
Contact
1241 LIQUORS
at 270-KEG-1241
$300K

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air condiboree stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WANTED funk car &
truck batteries Top
prices paid
(270)759-9694

(270)978-1961
210
While Homes For Sale
2007 Cavalier 16x80
38R, 2BA vinyl siding.
nice. 270-489-2525
260
While Homes For Rent

I

14X70 2BR on 1 acre
lot, new carpet, freshly
painted, very clean.
Yard mowing included.
No pets. $325 monthly
plus
deposit.
References required.
( 2 70 )6 2 3 - 6 3 1 4 ,
(270)994-9158.
2BR 1 BA. New
Concord,
270-977-7881

LOT FOR SALE

lox 10 and lox 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

aBR, C/I-1/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
1st Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve

753-2905

I BR & 2BR Apts
270-753-8556
c
I TDD
t I-800-545-1833
Est. 23
EQUII, Dpportun,ty

--II- need ,iomvzi'/,rre ho

Very nice 2BR in quiet
area with outside storage and all appliances.
Available now.
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WiD.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent
1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets,
270-753-0728,
270-994-3308
2 BR houses Available
Various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
2BR.

brick,

location,

central

appliances

furnished,
w/d.
Application, lease, and
deposit required No
pets. $525/mo. 502
Beale St.
270-753-4970
415-686-7460
3BR, 1.5BA. garage 8.
workshop, stove. dishwasher,
no
pets.
Murray 270-753-0259.

Lot. 3 miles
North of Murray.
Septic & Well
$175.00/mo
Lease & deposit
required
Call 759-1204
after 7:00pm.
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109

1BR. price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

(270)705-1780
530
Services Offered
2002 Kawasaki 1500
Vulcan Nomad. Low
mileage.
$5,995.00
Of30. 753-0331
490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SA

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

5 89 Acres Mostly Wooded City Water
Underground Utilities Sub-dividable (up to 7 lots)
Narrow Gate Subdivision off Coles Campground
Deed Restricted $45,000

.ifore voile .thr

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whttnell Ave.• 753-3853

Lake Property
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
.1A/a rent U-Hauls
753-9600
For Sale Or Lease

I

4,700 sqft building with
ront/rear
entrance
Half block W of court
square on Main St
270-293-6692 or
270-293-7952
Comrnencal Prop. For Rent
-2,100 SqFt 3 office
spaces. 1,000 SqF
storeroom. 1 block
West of court square
753-8964
RETAIL Store in Hazel
+
5000
SF
51000 00/month
e70-492-8211

BRAND NEW
Lake Vacation 1-10me
On 1.71 AC- $97,500
Includes FREE
Boat Slips
Gorgeous new designer- ready 1952 &in
lake home in spectacular park-like setting
near lake. Must see,
Only one. Call now 1800-704-3154, 0 3648
www.kylakesale.corn

We Finance
hollandmotorsales.co
270-753-4461
1/3 Tahoe 4x4 leather,
moonroof. 3rd row
seats, very option.
NICE. 01 Mustang GT
v-8 adult driven, extra
nice. 978-5655
759-9295
530
Services Offered

CORGI puppies, 6
wks.. registered, shots
$350.(270) 205-5784
DOG Obedience.
(2701436-2858.

iKttigi!t's
lea can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

MOTIVATED seller has
5 acre lot for sale within city limits. Southwest
Area, 865-525-3181

4BR, brick. 2,790 sqft.
595 000
.3BR brick. 85,000
lot Ky Realty
murrayrealestateforsalecom
Slur., I eJger & times I atff
tiouung rtrt Sauce
111

REPAIR
•Labor never
more than $50
•Repair in
48 hours or five
(270)978-7890

and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
installation arid repair
Dn
septic systems
Now offering septic
rank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-55.34
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS.
ASPHALT
pa,lug. Seakvalini.

753-7728

& Hauling
TO11-11R k%

Hi E ectri

is
270-753-2279

Since 1986
Res.. Cont,, & Ind,
Licensed & Insured
All tot), - hig or small

, 753-9562
hint:10.111C LOM

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Real Estate

ALPAO
COMPUTER

1

YOUR AD
.
,COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00"
A MONTH
.CALL 753-1916

1414
Oakhill
Dr
Campbell
Estates,
145x175ft, perfect for
walkout
basement.
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

115 Acres - more or
less - on West State
Line Rd. 71-TN remainder in KY. Road access
and GREAT woods for
huntingSome building
sites 731-498-6117 or
270-227-2301

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Adoitions. Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repaiis, workers comp
Insured,
227-2617
Aldridge
Mccuiston
Roofing, LLC. Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 293-4020 or
293-1924
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates
270-293-7220

515 00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655. 759-9295

Acreftle

2009 Brick Home,
2.100 SO. FT. 38R,
2BA, 1 Acre & Double
Garage. Sun-Room,
Scenic Hilltop, private.
1,2Mile to Murray City
Water & Gas. By
Owner $149,000.
270-519-8570

D.G.
LIMISCAPING
•Mowing Service
•Mulch
•Lic fertilization
•Swe...ping Service

270-748-8970
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. insured
489-2839.

Savings,
suk;Scribe w the
WIRRAI

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors.
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
pnvate showing
270-753-2905.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Private Single

440
Lots For Sale

_
2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225.

220
Musical

440.
Lots For Sale

Storage Rentals

Articles
For Sale

maim
VISA

G&C
STORAGE and
L
PROPANE
119 E. Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell, (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

r tt JCI.11

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rixerfield Estates.

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071

SBC Real Propert;%,
Professionals
293-7872

270-753-5562
'MLA=

LEDGER &TRIES
I Home Delivery
Local Mail
I
1 3 mo.
$30.00
3
00
I 6 mo.
$55.00
-• I
6
I I )1"
$105.00
1 yr.
$110.00
1
I

Rest of KV/TN

I 3 mo.
1 ,6mo
I yr
1
I Check

$70.50
590.00
$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
575.041
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

M./('

Name
I St Address
City
I State

RENTALS
MINI-STORAt;E
720S. 4TH ST.
mar arUts. & Clendsk
10X10 $25 10x15 $40
12701436-2524
12701293-6906

WANTED
acr.

Apps

40

the site.
:oth or 40thcountry
'
70

Jr'

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Daytime l'h
Mail this «mpon

tb payment to

Murray Ledger & Times
PAL Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
fir ill! 12701 753-1916

a
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IS UDOKU

530
Services Offered
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
'Decks to Fencing
We Do It All!.
No Job To Smati
270437349M
visit our websito,
kentuckylake
remodeling corn
I Pf f

;"11
,
:.JE

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Serv,-.
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insun
Roo Frame
(270)227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624

6" Continuous Gutters
Ga•age Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

HALL'S WASTE
'MANAGEMENT.
• locall.o. ovo fled/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs. Repar
Home. Auto
Carpentry.
Mobile Welding
Yards. Trim, Mcildir
mucli More
No Job too
Jacob
270-978-0278

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
insured Reliable
Dependable
Free-Estimates 1
Free Stump-Removal
.4 t.i9
Ces
Horne

-

I

HORSE BOARDING
*Stall or pasture
.5115`mo
*Includes hay
270-293-7314
270-293-7315
I will clean your house
business.
Reasonable
rates
References.
270-804-8153
Or

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
S$ We will save
YOU mcney SS
Free Estimate
References

(270) 703-0978
(270)205-6063
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs exp.
293-8814

•

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee,
753-1816 227-061
LAWN Maintenance
Weekly mowing and
trimming. Rates starting at $30.00 a week.
Call Mike for free estimate
270-227-6365
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby Fox
270-227-3044
LAWN Mowing
Service 17 years
'nsured 759-4564

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Concepts Sudol(e.i

*Asphalt Installati,
*Seal coating A,
striping

3

40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

51
O'BRYAN TREE

& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operator:1 .
• Free Estimates
& Ins
270-703-1021
• 270-703-4005
Johhny Q8ryan

LAWN SERVICE
ektowing .Trimming
•Mulching
•Lardscaping
Refer9rices Avalkible
(770)293-9233
Denham Rogers
Lawns
inowed
Experienced
Reasonable. Only taking 8-10 yards. Free
astimates. Ken Bucy
753-2643 betor 10p.m.

!Murray Ledger & Time.

6
4'3
78,4
98

Sudoku is a number-piacong puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obiect a to place the numbers 110 4
in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3,3 box contains the seme number only once The difficulty level
t Sunday
of the Concepts Sodoku increases torn Monday ,
liv

Services Offered
L__
Simmons Handyman
8 Carpentry Service
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.

7
9 6 3
94
4
8
17

Answer to previous puzzle

1
8
6
2
7
3
4
9
5

4 5 8 2 93 7 6
9 7 5 3 6 4 1 2
2 3 4 7 1 , 859
5 4 1 6 8 7 9 3
8 9 2 4 3 5 6 1
6 1 9 5 7 2 4 8
76,392 1 85
3 8 7 1 5 6 2 4
1 2 6 8 4 9 3 7

1

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Check us out
on the Web!

Local grower wins second place in
state in National Corn Yield Contest
than the 2010 U.S. average of
Special to the Ledger
ST. LOUIS. MO. - An area 154.3 bushels per acre. Nine
corn grower has been honored entrants recorded yields of 300
as a state winner in the 2010 bushels or more per acre.
"The weather in many corn
National Corn Yield Contest
NCYC), sponsored annually by grown regions was rough at
the National Corn Growers times in 2010, but there still
Association (NCGA).
were some incredible yields,"
Joe Pat Hughes of Murray, said NCGA Chairman Damn
placed second in the state in the Ihnen, a corn grower from
E Class with a yield of 230.246 Hurley, S.D. "The challenges
bushels per acre. The hybrid farmers faced last year were eviused in the winning field was dent as the U.S. had a 5 percent
Pioneer 33G59.
decrease in overall corn producThe local grower was one of tion.
522 state winners nationwide.
"That's why this contest and
The 2010 contest had a record its focus on safe, advanced corn
7,125 entries from 46 states. Of production methods are so
the state winners, 24 growers - important. ," Ihnen continued.
three from each of eight classes "The top yield in this year's con- were named national winners, test - 368.4 bushels per acre
Photo provided representing 12 states.
achieved by David Hula of
Pictured are members of the eighth grade history team at Murray Middle School. Front row,
The average yield among Charles City, Va., - is a testafrom left, Hanna Henderson, Laura Durr, Prashant Chakradhar, Etta Danielson and Sarah
national winners was 301.7 ment to these efforts."
Thompson. Back row, from left, Rachel Todd, Brendan Parker, Chase Mohler, Alec Strieter, bushels per acre - greater than
Farmers are er couraged
McKenzie Bradley, Phoebe Zimmerer and HeeJue Hong.
the 217.6 bushels per acre aver- through the contest to utilize
age for all entrants, and more new, efficient production tech-

Horoscope
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, March 30, 2011:

This year, you cannot be careful
enough about communication.
At times you might need to confirm more than once the time
and place. Become more skilled
at handling problems and communicating. If you are single.
you might meet the right person,
but it could take a while to formalize this bond. If you are
attached, misunderstandings are
not intentional They are reflective of confusion and fatigue.
Be gentle with each other.
PISCES makes an excellent
healer.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

Photo provided

Pictured are members of the seventh grade history team at Murray Middle School. Front row,
from left. an Smith. Ben Jackson, Jake Santiago, Meen Thawainin and Ryan Williams. Back
row, from left, Megan M. Wilson, Savannah Groaan, Lily Ramey, David Lu, Trent Lyons and
Megan J. Wilson.

MMS seventh-grade places
second in university competition
Special to the Ledger

said this is the seventh consecutive year that the seventh-grade

Recently the Murray Middle
School Seventh Grade History.
Team captured second place at

the annual Murray' State
University History Team competition. Megan J. Wilson led
the team and won first overall in
the individual honors of the
middle school world history.
competition.
Wilson's score paced the sey enth grade team, which also
included Ben Jackson. Lily
Ramey, Jake Santiago. Megan
M. Wilson, Ian Smith, David
Lu. Savannah Grogan. Trent
Lyons, Meen Thawainin and
Ryan Williams. The seventhgrade squad prepared tor the
World History test by participatenrichment
ing in a history k
class and by study ing all world
history through the Renaissance.
Tom Shown, seventh grade
social studies teacher at MMS.

team has captured second place
in the competition.
The eighth grade team also
participated in the event. The
eighth grade team was tested in
U.S. history through the Civil
War and Reconstruction. MMS
eighth grade members were
Phoebe Zimmerer. Rachel Todd,
Etta
Danielson,
Prashant
Chakradhar, Heelue Hong.
Chase
Mohler,
McKenzie
Bradley. Laura Durr, Brendan
Parker. Sarah Thompson, Hanna
Henderson and Alec Stricter.
Richard Todd, MMS coach.
said the students do well each
year and this year is no different.
"Each year. we are proud of
the ettort given by these students. They like history, and
take their personal time to study
for the competition.- he said
Megan J. Wilson

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Someone reveals his or
her true feelings. To some, you
are as unpredictable as a lightning bolt. Avoid a run-in with a
friend or older relative. This person has a lot of clout and won't
hesitate to use it. Tonight: As
you like
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your ability to handle a
situation involving work a parent
or older friend gains the respect
of others. A brainstorming situation allows you to flourish and
come to an understanding. Be
aware of what might be needed
or expected. Tonight: Find your
friends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Your ruling planet goes
retrograde today Don't be surprised if you feel the edge of

Looking Hai

Dave Green

Dolficuliv Level **

PRESERVE YOUR
MEMORIES
*Transfer cassette
tapes to CD
*VHS. VHS-C,
and MiniDV
tapes to DVD
Chris Adams
(270)27-3779
video.tranalte*yahoocono

Murray Ledger &

some chaos and strange happenings. Make it a point to verify
plans with others; double-check
the meeting place. Make sure
everyone is on the same page.
Tonight: A must appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be quietly
questioning what is going on
behind the scenes. A partner
gives you one perspective, only
to you. It doesn't fit with the
events. Note that everyone
seems to be having difficulty
communicating, not just you
Tonight: Relax to some good
music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to try
another approach or do something in a different way. The
problem is that anything initiated
at this point will have to be done
again. Waiting will give you more
time to think and evaluate. Know
your limits. Tonight: Hook up
with a favorite person_
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be asking
yourself questions that you normally wouldn't. If you feel that
someone is making a situation
more challenging than need be,
take a look at who this person is.
Could it be you? You could be
mole out of sync than you realize. Tonight: Let someone else
make the first move.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You suddenly might f;nd
yourself more confused about a
situation than you thought possible. Be careful with anyone you
meet today or in the near future.
Someone could be far more
trouble than you realize. Stay on
top of your game. Tonight: Make
it easy.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

niques.
Agronomic data
gleaned from the contest reveal
the following:
Average planting population
for the national winners was
36,246 seeds per acre, compared
to 33,460 for all entrants.
National winners applied an
average of 259 pounds of nitrogen, 74 pounds of phosphorus
and 69 pounds of potassium per
acre.
Average commercial nitrogen use per bushel of yield was
0.86 pounds for the national
winners and 0.88 pounds for all
entrants.
Fifty-four percent of the
national winners applied trace
minerals, compared to 31 percent of all entrants.
Twenty-five
percent of
winners
applied
national
manure, compared to 16 percent
of all entrants.
Thousands contribute to state
checkoff programs.

by Jacqueline Mar
*** You might be best off
working from home or staying
close to home. Discussions with
a partner or someone you care
about could be a real eye-opener. Is it possible that your message is getting distorted?
Tonight: Let your hair down.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** A partner suddenly
starts acting strange. Perhaps
you don't understand what is ailing him or her. Trying to find out
could be akin to pulling teeth, as
this person might be feeling not
very sure of his or her decisions.
Tonight Say "yes" to living.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Understand that you
cannot make a bet on what you
are seeing right now. You might
feel that your hunch is 100 percent right-on, but hold off on
backing your words with money.
Not everything is as it seems. A
meeting needs to happen late in
the day. Tonight: Visit with a
friend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You could be more on
target
than
you
realize.
Someone close might be in disbelief as to how you are reading
a situation as clear. When dealing with others on a one-on-one
level, make sure yJu are on the
same page. Tonight: Your treat.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Expect to maintain a low
profile. What you pick up makes
you feel good and understand
much more. Confusion surrounds interpersonal relations. It
never hurts to confirm a meeting
time. Before you decide who
thinks what, also ask for confirmation. Tonight: Getting your
second wind.
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TOMORROW IS 501

WELCOME TO "kl,
TO TRAIN YOUR

WE WANT TO USE YOUR PHOTOS!
When you submit photographsfor our

"Scune in the Community"
page, pleas • include the event, the date, place, organization or
group, as well as the name of everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number ofphotographs will appear because of
space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
The Murray Ledger & Times wants you to share your photographs
ofpeople in our community at work, at school and at play.
Digital photos: They may be submitted to composin&murrayledger.com in a JPEG format.
Print photos: May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave_

or mailed to P.O. Box 1040. Murray. KY 42071.
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Older worker's ill behavior
could have multiple causes

Murray Ledger & Times

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Tyler
Brockinan, seventh-grader at Callow:ay County Middle School,
accepting a plaque and a $500
check from gifted and talented
teacher Chris fonenberry as an
award for placing third in a national NASA design competition
Wednesday afternoon.
Heather Blalock won third place
in Job Seeking Skills at the Kentucky HOSA convention held
March 15-17 in Louisville.
Pvt. Erick Duncan of Munay
graduated in the top 10 percent
of his class in basic combat training at Foil Sill, Okla.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr and Mrs. 'Tony. B.
Travis.
Twenty years ago
The Murray City School Board
has determined that Nashville architect Pat Gingles, a Murray native.
will conduct the renovation of
Murray Middle School that will
begin by spring of 1992.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Littlefield; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Joe Martin.
Angie Herndon. daughter of Don
and Joyce Herndon of Murray.
has been selected to be a Tigerette
for the upcoming football season
throughout 1991-92 at Auburn University.
Thirty years ago
Roy McKendree and Byron Forbus have announced that Walter
Wightman Mehr will serve as pharmacist at Byron's Pharmacy and
Uncle Jeff's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy.
Dan Fain recently joined the
staff at Purdom Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac as a service technician. Fain has done mechanical
work for about 42 years.
The MSU Bowhunters Club, a
new organization on campus,
recently sponsored a demonstration by the 1980 Kentucky State
Turkey Calling Champ, Joe Pat
Futrell. Mr. Futrell resides in Murray and manages Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods.

Forty years ayo
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Morris; a girl to Dr. and Mrs.
Henry L. Smith; and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Donelson.
Ten Murray High School solos
and groups rated first in the Kentucky Solo and Ensemble Contest
held at Murray State University.
Students included Becky Terhune.
Sara Sams, Jane Wagar, Betty Ward.
Emily Below, Freya Larson, John
McKee. Ellen Quertermous. Beth
Wilson. Larry Stinker, Nancy Hart.
Dan Tinsley. Penny Terhune, Dan
Jones, Tim Philpot, Rexie Stalls
and Laurie Beatty.
Filly years ago
New directors of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce are W.C.
Elkins, Holmes Ellis, L.D. Miller.
Dr. A.H. Koppenid and H. Glenn
Doran. Officers are A.W. Simmons, Ellis, Ed Fenton and R.W.
Churchill.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. David
Franklin Pierce; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Higgins; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Gregory. Jr.:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Uzzle: and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Muriel Moore.
Elected as officers of the Hazel
Parent-Teacher Association were
Mrs. Bruce Freeman, Mrs. Huron
Erwin. Mrs. Johnny On and Mrs.
Gene Miller.
Sixty years ago
The United States Department
of Agriculture is asking Calloway
County fanners to produce 36,039
acres of corn in 1951 to back up
the national defense effort. This
is 1.039 acres more than were
produced in the :county in 1950.
according to Q.D. Wilson, chairman of the County PMA Committee.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Riley Sills:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Newberry: and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Erwin Arant.
Showing at the Varsity Theater
is "The Jackpot" starring James
Stewart and Barbara Hale.

DEAR ABBY: My heart ached
after reading the letter from
"Stumped in California" (Feb. 4),
who wondered what could be done
about an older co-worker, 'Anita."
who she said was showing "signs
of dementia." 1 would caution her
about making judgments based on
stereotypes of older workers and
their health
problems.
Like
Anita, I am
in my late
60s. I am also
underwater in
my mortgage,
which means
I have no nest
egg. Because
my husband
is
unemployed, my
By Abigail
savings have
Van Buren
been depicted. My short-term memory is poor.
and the meds 1 am on to help
me function do not improve my
memory.
Anita may not have dementia.
She may be suffering from unbearable worry and stress. I suggest
putting out a hand in fiiendship
to Anita instead of trying to diagnose her. -- FEELING IT TOO
IN RICHMOND, VA.
DEAR FEELING IT: Many
of my readers felt this one, and
wrote to offer compassion to Anita
as well as possible explanations
for her slip in job performance.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Anyone experiencing marked and/or prolonged
changes in mood, function and
behavior should undergo thorough
medical and/or psychological/psychiatric evaluation. Many treatable conditions can affect memory and concentration. The constant tearfulness observed by
"Stumped" is a common symptom of depression.
If Anita's office has an Employee Assistance Plan, a supervisor
or HR will know the procedure

In 1882, the Knights of Columbus was chartered in Connecticut.
In 1943, World War II rationing
of meat, fats and cheese began.
In 1951,Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage. (They
were executed in June 1953.)
In 1961, the 23rd Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution, allowing
citizens in the District of Columbia to vote in presidential elections, was ratified.
In 1971, A jury in Los Angeles recommended the death penalty for Charles Manson and three

female followers for the 1969
Tate-La Bianca murders. (The sentences were later commuted.)
Ten years ago: A chartered jet
crashed near Aspen. Colo., killing
all 18 people aboard.
Five years ago: Former Liberian President Charles Taylor,
accused of war crimes, was flown
to Sierra Leone after he was captured in northern Nigeria.
One year ago: Two female suicide bombers blew themselves up
in twin attacks on Moscow subway stations jam-packed with rushhour passengers,

Dear Abby

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 29,
the 88th day of 2011. There are
277 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 29. 1861, President
Abraham Lincoln ordered plans
for a relief expedition , to sail to
South Carolina's Fort Sumter,
which was still in the hands of
Union forces despite repeated
demands by the Confederacy that
it be turned over.
On this date:
In 1638, Swedish colonists settled in prasent-day Delaware.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I was at
a meeting several nights ago. During a break in the program, a
gentleman excused himself to go
outside so he could smoke what
he called an e-cigarette. I didn't
have the time to ask him much
about it but am certainly intrigued
by it. I'm a
smoker and
would consider this as a
substitute. I
don't have a
regular doctor
but
would
defer to your
views on the
matter.
DEAR
READER:
Electronic
By
Dr. Peter Gott cigarettes are
promoted as
an alternative to inhaled tobacco
products. It is a battery-powered
"cigarette' that provides a vaporized propylene glycoUnicotine mixture through inhalation, providing
a sensation similar to inhaled tobacco smoke, even though there is
no tobacco, combustion or real
smoke. The unit is made of stainless steel, with a lithium-ion battery that heats a filament devised
to vaporize liquid nicotine in a
refillable cartridge. I understand
disposable e-cigarettes are also
available. A Chinese pharmacist
invented the original unit in 2003,
and it was introduced to the market the following year. Export
commenced in 2005/2006.
I saw an individual using one
of these devices and can offer
the following. The unit this gentleman had was substantially heavier than a regular cigarette. When
puffed, the LED glow tip lit up
as though the "cigarette" were lit.
A nicotine canister delivers a small
amount of nicotine to allow a
user to reduce his or her nicotine intake. On exhaling, water
vapor is emitted. While he may
have purchased a top-of-the-line
unit, it cost the gentleman about
SI 39. was ordered through the

Dr. Gott

mail, and came with eight filters
A filter is about 30 cigarettes.
comparable to a pack and a half
Filters can be purchased without
buying the complete package -again through the mail. He indicated a number of stores nationwide now carry e-cigarettes, which
would eliminate the mail system
and the waiting involsed. When
the tip of the unit flashes instead
of glows, this is an indication the
'cigarette" should be recharged,
similarly to a cell phone. Unfortunately, i neglected to ask how
long a charge lasts. What was
most amazing to me was that the
gentleman I spoke with took a
puff. exhaled "smoke" rings, and
put the unit back in his pocket.
Because of the perception of
smoke, the process has the slang
term "vaping." No heat, no lighter.
no cigarette pack in a pocket, no
loose tobacco, no smell.
Because FDA analysis detected carcinogens when their regulators did preliminary checks in
March 2010, they imposed a ban
on the import of e-cigarettes pending a regulatory review for any
potential health risks. It appears
there are no health warnings on
the products. E-cigarertes haven't
been completely regulated. are not
considered tobacco products, and
no restrictions for minors are in
place. Furthermore, because of a
lack of the designation as a tobacco product. this could have an
impact on prior prohibitions in
restaurants, bars, airplanes and a
whole host of other locations that
heretofore disallowed such activity.
I personally cannot answer
whether the unit emits more or
less nicotine than the real thing,
nor do I know the long-term health
effects involved. Tests performed
by the FDA found that cartridges
labeled as containing no nicotine
did, in fact, contain it and that
three different electronic-cigarette
cartridges with the same label
emitted a markedly different
amount with each puff.
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WIPER
WOES
Dear
Readers:
is
April
National Car
Care Month,
sponsored by
the Car Care
Council
(www.carcaresorg), and
it's the perfect time to have your
car checked out. WINDSHIELD
WIPERS are important and a safety concern, but often they are
overlooked.
There are some things that can
make wipers not work correctly.
Examples are: tar from the road,
grime, dirt and even tree sap. So,
clean the wipers occasionally to
keep them in good eondition. To
do this, just wet a clean cloth (a
terry towel or rnicrofiber towel)
with a good-quality window cleaner, then wipe and rinse with plain
water.
If the wipers still don't work
well, they should be replaced!
Most experts say that wipers should
be replaced every six to 12 months,
depending on wear and tear, etc.
There are many things that can
affect the wipers, such as UV
rays, hot and cold weather changes,

by
Heloise

and exposure to the sun. All of
these can cause the blades to
crack, tear and become brittle. -Heloise
ES.: Windshield wipers can be
vital for safe driving, especially
in bad weather. Check them now
before you are caught in a situation where you can't see to drive!
HANDY BACK
SCRATCHER
Dear Heloise: My son finds
it amusing to bring me a souvenir back scratcher from each of
his many travels. So I have a
few. I keep one in the kitchen
and use it to reach things on the
higher shelves. If something is at
the back of the shelf, I can drag
it forward with the scratcher and
then be able to reach it. It's helpful for closet reaching, too. That
little hand on the scratcher comes
in very handy. -- Jan from Maine
CALENDAR
REMINDERS
Dear Heloise: My mother still
checks her credit-card bills very
carefully. She got tired of the
messy pile of receipts and how
long it took to hunt through them
when the bill came, so she started writing the store and the amount
in the day block of an extra calendar. Since she gets many free
calendars, this doesn't cost a thing,

and it saves her lots of time. -Joanne in Pennsylvania
LOVELY SACHET
Dear Helotse: I love the lavender sachet bags that are sold for
dryer use. Now I just use some
lavender from the garden, put it
in an old, clean sock and knot
the end. I've also used dried lemon
verbena. Great-smelling clothes (I
have a teenager), and no expense!
It's heavenly on bedsheets and
bath towels. -- LeeAnn. via email
HAND-WASHING
Dear Heloise: I work in a dental office. We go out for lunch
and return for afternoon patients.
We've noticed that even after washing our hands, the onion/food smell
still remains on our hands. After
washing our hands, we pour a bit
of mouthwash over them, rub in.
then rinse off. It works great. -A Reader, via e-mail
Send a money -saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, 7X 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloisetatgieloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
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for referring her to an EAP clinician who can evaluate her and
make recommendations for treatment. work-related considerations
and follow-up. -- LICENSED
CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGIST,
UPSTATE NEW YORK
DEAR ABBY: I am a statelicensed hearing instrument specialist. The commonalities between
the symptoms of hearing loss and
dementia are many A person with
hearing loss has a tendency to
withdraw -- she's more APART
FROM than a PART OF. Also, if
she's having trouble remembering
things she's done before, she may
not have heard the request. (How
can you remember something if
you have never heard Pi
I encourage "Stumped' to talk
to Anita about having her hearing tested. A hearing aid may be
what she needs to help her perform better on the job. -- KNOWS
FROM EXPERIENCE
DEAR ABBY: As a manager
in the federal government. I had
an employee who worked hard
the majority of her life and did
a great job. Suddenly, her performance began suffering. It didn't make sense to me how she
could be so valuable at one point
in her career, and then couldn't
do the simplest task without goofing it up.
I sent her to a doctor for an
examination, and we discovered
that this "older woman' was has
mini-strokes all day long! I
was relieved to be able to retire
her on disability, rather than
destroying her life's hard work
by firing her. And she was able
to get help for a medical condition she wasn't aware of. -- RUTH
IN FREDF.RICK, MD.
DEAR ABBY: Anita may have
a thyroid problem. I had similar
symptoms in my 40s, and it took
two years for the right diagnosis.
A blood test is all she would
need to find out. -- HELPING
HAND IN ORLAND HILLS, ILL.
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Calipari making Kentucky's
investment pay off
UK PRESIDENT CONVINCED COACH
WAS RIGHT MAN FOR THE JOB
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
When Kentucky officials met
with coach John Calipari two
years ago to talk about the program's vacant head coaching
position, they came armed with a
sales pitch.
Turns out, they didn't need
one.
Instead, it was Calipari who
ended up doing the selling

When university President Lee
Todd and athletic director Mitch
Barnhart outlined their vision for
returning the Wildcats to glory.
Calipari cut them short and
assured them he was the man for
the job.
"He said, 'This is it: Notre
Dame football and Kentucky
basketball, and I want to be a
part of Kentucky,'" Todd said. "I
knew then we had the right

Final Four
(4) Kentucky vs.
(3) Connecticut
When: 7 49 p m Saturday
Where: Reliant Stachom (Houston,
Texas)
TV: CBS
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
Records: UK 29-8 (10-6 SEC), CONN
30 9(9-9 Big East)

Standing in a giddy postgame
locker room on Sunday night
after Calipari led the Wildcats to
their first Final Four since 1998,
Todd believes now more than
ever the school made the right

"The more I see him on a
daily basis. and (the way) he
coaches and teaches players, the
more proud I am of the decision
we made," Todd said.
Even if it came at a steep cost
— eight years and $31.65 million — and a bit of a gamble.
Calipari's resume is brilliant but
also pockmarked with a couple
of NCAA splotches that are hard
to ignore.
Kentucky plays Connecticut
Houston. In
Saturday in
•Sea WILDCATS, 11

JULIO CORTEZ Al
Kentucky coach John Calipari, right, joins his team as
they hold the East regional championship trophy after
defeating North Carolina 76-69 Sunday in Newark, N.J.
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2011 INLI3 PREVIEW:ST. LOUIS CARDINALS

Lady Lakers
blow out
Lone Oak in
showdown
MURRAY KEEPS
ROLLING WITH WIN
AT CALDWELL

CARLOS OSORIO AP
The St. Louis Cardinals celebrate their 3-1 win over the New York Mets after a spring training baseball game Sunday in Jupiter, Fla.

On the rebound?
CARDINALS LOOK FOR
BOUNCE-BACK YEAR AFTER MISSING
THREE OF LAST FOUR POSTSEASONS
By R.R. FAU.STROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Albert Pujols is
six months away from free agency and
20-game winner Adam Wainwright is
out for the year. It's not yet opening day
and already the St. Louis Cardinals are
scrambling.
Pujols didn't get his landmark contract by the start of spring training, so
talks are off until after the season.
Whenever the three-time NL MVP
slumps, there will be whispers that he's
distracted.
"There's been something with
Albert every year he's played." manager Tony La Russa said, noting elbow
woes in recent seasons that didn't slow
down Pujols. -There's always been
something. Amazing strength. character, mind. He knows what he's got to do
and he's doing it."
Wainwright was one of the major
leagues' best pitchers the last two seasons, totaling 39 wins_ Just like No's,
he appears irreplaceable.
It's former setup man Kyle
McClellan's job to lessen the Mow.
McClellan inhents Wainwnght's spot
in the rotation and has been nearly
spotless this spnng with an 0.78 ERA
in five starts.
'This is big for me I had to come in
and do this, I had to come in and have

a good spring and show that 1 can do
it." McClellan said."Yeah, it's fun. You
always have a chip on your shoulder
for people that question whether you
can do it."
Going into Thursday's opener at
home against San Diego, there are
plenty other questions surrounding a
franchise that's missed the postseason
three of the past four years.
Ryan Theriot is on the move, a regular shortstop again after getting shifted to second base by the Cubs and
Dodgers. Third baseman David Freese
is coming off surgery to both ankles.
The Cardinals are also gambling
that 35-year-old Lance Berkinan can
become a regular outfielder again for
the first time since 2004 and regain his
batting stroke to bolster the middle of
the lineup.
Berkman is coming off his worst
major league season while battling
knee woes, and considered retirement
before taking a one-year deal with the
Cardinals in hopes of restarting his
career. He understands the skepticism,
but he's counting on nght field being
easier on his legs.
"I've got almost 1,0(X) games in the
outfield," Berkman said. "1 am an outfielder, I came up an outfielder. I've
played a full year of center field in the
big leagues."

•Wildcats

Opening Day
San Diego at St. Louis
When: 3 15 pm Thursday
Where: Busch Stadium
TV. ESPN
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM

Staff Report
Lindsey Rucker gave up three hits in
seven innings as the Calloway County
offense ignited for 13 hits and nine runs
in a 9-1 victory at Lone Oak Mondri
afternoon.
Taylor Armstrong, Kristin Boggess.
Erin Burton and Taylor Futrell led the
way offensively for the Lady Lakers,
all recording two-hit games.
Artnstong finished 2-for-3 with two
runs and two RBI, while Boggess also
added two RBI on her 2-for-4 day.
Futrell and Burton each drove in one
a piece, while Burton scored twice and
Futrell once.
Rucker, who moved to 4-1 on the
season, finished with five .strikeouts
and one earned run in the win.
The Lady Lakers scored three in the
second inning, one in the third, three in
the fourth and two in the seventh on a
balanced afternoon at the plate.
Nine Calloway County players
recorded hits.
Calloway will now take a few days
off before hosting Hickman County at
Lady Laker field at 5 p.m. Thursday.
Murray 7, Caldwell Co. 1
After winning four out of five tournament games over the weekend,
Murray kept its positive momentum
rolling Monday night with a 7-1 victory at Caldwell County.
Tayier Alvey turned in a dominant
pitching performance, tossing seven
innings and surrendering just two hits
while striking out nine Caldwell batters. Alvey also contributed offensive
ly. going 2-for-3.
Right fielder Chelsea Hill was the
big hitter for Murray, going 2-for-3
with two RBI, including a tone-setting
single in the first inning that drove in
Liz Grogan for the first run of the
game.
The Lady Tigers scored in each at
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St. Louis Cardinals
At A Glance
PREP TENNIS

Manager: Ton,
2010 record, 86- 76 ..2nd y NL Central)
Active roster: (Pitchers) Bryan Augensteih
Mitchell Boggs. Chris Carpenter. Ryan Franklin,
Jaime Garcia. David Kopp Kyle Lohse. Kyle
McClellan. Trever Miller. Jason Motte, Eduardo
Sanchez. Brian Tallet. Jake Westbrook
(Catchers) Gerald Laird Yadier Molina
(Infielders) Daniel Descalso David Freese
Tyler Greene Albert Puiols. Nick Punto Skip
Schumaker, Ryan Theriot (Outfielders) Lance
Berkman. Alien Craig Matt Holliday Jon Jay.
Colby Rasmus

La Russa has Berkman batting fifth
behind Pujols and Matt Holliday, also
coming off a .300-100 RBI year in an
order that could lessen pressure on
Colby Rasmus and Freese. likely slotted to bat second and sixth. La Russa
said he'll be happy if Berkman can
make the routine plays and hit the cutoff man while staying healthy enough
to play in two-thirds of the games.
The manager insists he won't sweat
it when runners occasionally take that
extra base and challenge Berkman's
ann.
"There are a lot of guys around that
you get extra bases on," La Russa said.
"And how many guys get thrown out at
the plate.
'If you look at 162 games. for
all the guys that tned to throw guys out

Murray falls
to Graves
County
CARLOS OSORIO AP
St. Louis Cardinals manager
Tony La Russa and batting
coach Mark McGwire are seen in
the dugout during a spring training game against the Florida
Marlins Monday in Jupiter. Fla.
at the plate, you throw 10 of them out
and you get 50 guys take extra bases
because they miss the cutoff man."
Chris Carpenter (16-9, 3.22) moves
back to the top of a rotation the
Cardinals had believed was second to
none. Jake Westbrook's strong showing
after coming from Cleveland on the
trade deadline merited a two-year contract and lefty Jaime Garcia (13.71 was
III See CARDINALS, 11

Staff Report
The Murray High tennis teams fell to
Graves County Monday afternoon, with
the Eagles claiming a 9-0 victory on the
boys side, and a 7-2 win over the Lady
Tigers.
On the girls side. Murray High got its
two wins in doubles action, with the duo
of Megan Petry and Hannah Riley
defeating Lauren Saxson and Sarah
Bryant by a score of 8-3 and Sam Taylor
and Lily Swain taking down Emily Riley
and Payton Carrico by a count of 8-3.
lbe team of Zach Travis and Rob
DeBoer were the closest to sconng
a
point for the Tigers, falling to
Mitchell
Wiggins and Josh Hawkins 9-7 in
doubles.
Both teams will return to the
court
today at 4- 10 p.m. at Heath.
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Calipari's previous visits to the
Final Four. with Massachusetts
in 1996 and Memphis in 2008,
were later vacated by the NCAA
for rule violations. Though
Caliph was not found at fault in
either instance, the stigma is
something he bristles at.
And it's something that follows him wherever he goes.
Even as Calipari celebrated
with his players on the floor of
the Prudential Center on Sunday
evening after joining Rick Pitino
as the only men's coach in
NCAA history to lead three
schools to the Final Four, a fan
stood 20 feet front the floor and
taunted Calipari, repeatedly
shouting "it will just be vacated."
The next week will give
Calipari the stage he's coveted
courtesy of MSU Athletics
for much of his career. He's
spent most of his 25-plus seasons Murray State seniors (from left) Isacc Miles, Jeffery McClain, B.J. Jenkins and Picasso
in coaching as an outsider who Simmons pose with commemorative frames they received at Monday night's reception.
thrived finding success in unlikely places. Now he's winning at a
place where it's demanded by
one of the most passionate fan
bases in the country.
Calipari remains adamant that
he's done nothing wrong, but
From MSU Athletics
Simmons (Gallatin, Tenn.).
Long, who was well known for
knows there is a faction that
Murray State head coach bringing great energy to the
The Munay State meirs basreniains unsatisfied with his
ketball squad spent Monday Billy Kennedy and coaching MSU
answers.
The attending guests were
"We will all be judged 50 evening remembering all the staff handed out awards and
years from now." Calipari said. good things about their recently Kennedy had special praise for also treated to a season highlight video featuring all of the
"The good news is. there will be concluded season at a reception the quartet of seniors.
These seniors have put in a great moments in MSU's 23-9
no emotion to it where someone at the CFSB Center.
The team handed out honors lot of hard work and have done season.
wants to be nasty and mean: it
Looking back, Kennedy said
won't be here. It will be here's to their senior class and others it all the right way and in the
the facts, here's what he's done." who earned awards for an out- right spirit," Kennedy said. the Racers were close to getting
-This was a special group and back to the NCAA Tournament
All Calipari has done at standing 2010-11 season that
included
the
they'll have a lasting impact on again. but were proud to be part
program's
22nd
Kentucky is win and found a
of a group of schools that comway to prosper in a seat that Ohio Valley Conference regular Racer basketball."
The Jeff Martin Class & peted in postseason play in the
wore down Tubby Smith and season title and second straight.
Coming off an amazing sea- Character Award, named after last two seasons.
chewed up Billy Gillispie in two
son in 2(109-10, this edition of MSU's all-time scorer, was
know MSU has hung a lot
short years.
given to U.Jenkins and Jeffery of banners over the years, but
Though he said during his the Racers turned in another
McClain earned the Popeye its all about the people and
introductory press conference memorable campaign including
Jones Mr. MSU Award that goes developing those relationships.
two years ago he didn't want to the nation's fourth-best home
to the student-athlete who dis- If we can invest in people and
be an emperor, he's reveled in winning streak of 25 straight,
played excellence in all areas on they can be successful while
the
aforementioned
OVC
title
the spotlight coaching at
and seventh appearance in the and off the court.
they're here and after they
Kentucky provides.
The
Garrett
Beshear leave, that's all there is. We're
He's made Kentucky basket- National Invitation Tournament.
At the forefrimat were seniors Defensive Award, named after about building championship
ball fun again. Superfan Ashley
B.J.
Jenkins (Virginia Beach, one of MSU's all-time best teams and team building and
Judd has returned to Rupp
Va.), lsacc Miles (Kansas City, defenders, was given to Isacc training young men and I'm
Arena. LeBron James has
Mo.),
Jeffery
McClain Miles and the Racer Hustle blessed to be pan of this great
stopped by for a visit. And Jay-Z
(Hickman. Ky.) and Picasso Award was given to Jewuan program.strolled into the locker room
after the Wildcats secured their
14th Final Four appearance to
congratulate the somewhat
awestruck players.
and first baseman Morgan Tigers improved to 5-3 on the
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Where Smith grew reticent
the first five innings, plating Huston were Murray's leading season and will host Graves
and Gillispie outright rebelled two in the first,
one in the sec- run-scorers, each coming home County Thursday night at 5:30
against the role of ambassador ond, and two more in the third twice. The Lady Tigers also got p.m.
that comes with the job. the 52- before adding single runs in runs from Amanda Winchester,
year-old Calipari has embi aced it both the fourth and fifth Rachel Todd and Lauren
with a fervor of someone half his frames. Caldwell scored its Dieleman.
age.
Winchester and Julia Curtis
only run of the afternoon in the
His infectious energy -- and sixth inning.
drove in a run apiece.
his ability to lure the top high
With the win. the 1.:1(1\
Third baseman Liz Grogan
school players to Lexington
has returned the Wildcats to a
perch the program has long considered its birthright.
And he's done it with a team
that was supposed to be a bridge
between last year's "once in a
lifetime" group that featured five
first-round NBA draft picks and
next year's incoming class that
1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield 9 247.5366
could be nearly as deep.
Mooday • Friday 7:00 e.m..5:00 p.m.
Even as Kentucky struggled
through a bumpy regular season,
failing to deliver in close games
on the road, he remained steadfast in his belief that the Wildcats
would mature.
When the NCAA ruled freshman center Enes Kanter pennanently ineligible for accepting
more than the minimum benefits
while playing for a Turkish club
team two years ago, Calipari
made Kanter a student assistant
coach and decided to tighten his
rotation, and rely almost exclu'Alignments
'Oil Changes
sively on six players, three of
'Used Tires
•Brakes
them freshmen.

Racer basketball honors
senior class at Monday reception

•Softball
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Havirstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.•Murray. XY•7534415
John Williams

Sfoto Auto
Insur,WP

SCOREBOARD
Prep Baseball
Monday
Glastord (III 4 Murray 2
Today
Graves Co at Calloway Co 7 p m

NCAA Tournament
Elite Eight
Saturday
ELoupr
101:
Connec9c...., 65 Arzr>na 63
Sunday
v'Irgima :-rx
,
rnonooealth 71 Kansas 61
Kentucky 75 North Caromla 69
Final Four
Saturday
'Virginia Commonwealth as Butler. 5 09
pm lCBS)
Kentucky vs Connecticut, 7 49 p m
lCBSI

Prep Softball
Monday
Murray 7 Caldwell Co I
Calloway Cc 9 Lone 0,0
College Besebal;
Today
Southern Illinois at Murray St. 3 p m

is Cardinals
From Page 10
third in NL rookie of the year
balloting, although he's struggled this spring with a 7.94 ERA.
La Russa noted the Twins lost
closer Joe Nathan last year and
still won the AL Central.
"It's really a tough break, but
that's part of the season," La
Russa said. "Somebody's going
to get an opportunity and you
concentrate on what you have,
not what you don't have."
A bounceback season from
Kyle Lohse would improve the
picture at the bottom of rotation.
Lohse won 15 games in 2008 but
totaled 10 wins the last two seasons while dogged by a forearm
injury that left the right-hander
serving up too many fat pitches,
eventually requiring surgery last
May.
"Yeah, I've been getting paid
a lot the last couple years and
haven't been healthy: Lohse
said. "But I can't do anything
about that. My job is to get ready
for this year."
The Cardinals anticipate a
steadier hand at shortstop, where
Theriot replaces Brendan Ryan.
"It's weird, just being on that
side of the infield makes you a
little more comfortable. I guess
that's because I've played there
since I was a little kid," Theriot
said. "I can still play short. It's
definitely a fun spot for me."
Rasmus enters his third year
as the starting centei fielder, having survived a few clashes with
La Russa last year. Both manager and player insist the relation-

ship is strong.
"All that stuff don't matter.'
Rasmus said. "We're all grown
men. Water under the bridge."
It's anticipated that the affable Berkman will mean a clubhouse upgrade along with his
contributions on the field. And
Holliday figures to have a more
relaxed start after pressing to justify his seven-year, $120 million
contract at the start of 2010,
although his first half was good
enough to make the NL All-Star
team.
"I think there's a comfort
level obviously when you know
your teammates and you know
your setup in spring training and
some of those things," Holliday
said. "I'm substantially more
comfortable going into this
year."
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CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• The true test of civilization is not the
census, not the slze
of cities, nor the
crops — no, but the
kind of man the
country turns out to
be. —
Filiph Waldo Emerson
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All In-Stock Spirit Wear... 50% OFF!
All In-Stock Duffel Bags, Totes & Backpacks... 60% OFF!
All In-Stock Baseball Accessories... 50% OFF!
Batting Helmets... $5!

All Sports Equipment (MCCSA Soccer Excluded)...60% OFF!
All In-Stock Shoes... 75% OFF!
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Obama on Libya:'We have a responsibility to act'
Role of U.S., NATO
under scrutiny in Libya
By RCBERT BURNS
AP National Security Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. and its NATO-led partners insist their mission in Libya goes no further than protecting civilians threatened by their own government's guns, but
as rebels regain the initiative and push to the doorstep of
Moartunar Gadhafi's hometown of Sine, the protectors in
effect have become an aerial arm of the rebels.
The role of the international coalition is corning under
greater scrutiny following weeklong airstrikes led by the U.S.,
France and Britain that helped the rebels take a critical step in
their advance toward Tnpoli, the capital.
President Barack Obama, in a speech Monday night
explaining the U.S. role in Libya, acknowledged that the military strikes allowed the rebels to drive Gadhafi's troops out
of Ajdabiya and have now "stopped Gadhafi's deadly
advance."
The Pentagon's lead spokesman on Libya operations, Navy
Vice Adm. William Gortney, insisted to reporters Monday that
the U.S. military is tiot coordinating with the rebels seeking
Gadhafi's ouster. But he left little doubt that, by design or not,
Western air power is propelling the rebels forward.
"Clearly they're achieving a benefit from the actions that
we're taking," Gortney said. He displayed a chart that showed
rebels advancing within 80 miles of Sine, reflecting what he
called a "pretty significant withdrawal" by pro-Gadhafi forces
feeling the effects of relentless air attacks. Gortney said the
number of air strikes on Libyan ground targets had risen from
91 on Friday and 88 on Saturday to 107 on Sunday — nearly
half by U.S. planes.
Obama drew a sharp line Monday night between the U.S.
military action and its diplomatic goals.
"While our military mission is narrowly focused on saving
lives, we continue to pursue the broader goal of a Libya that
belongs not to a dictator, but to its people," he said, adding
that international leaders meeting in London this week wilt
discuss the political pressures needed to oust Gadhafi.
Still, questions remain.
If the purpose of the U.N.-sanctioned military action is to
protect civilians, does that include pro-Gadhafi civilians who
are likely to be endangered in places like Sine that are in the
rebels' crosshairs? If not, it is difficult to see the Western
intervention as a neutral humanitarian act not aligned with the
rebels.
The first goal of the intervention was to prevent a massacre
of civilians in Benghazi, the eastern Libyan city where
Gadhafi forces were threatening to crush the rebellion two
weeks ago. Gadhafi said he would "show no mercy,"
That goal was quickly accomplished with a U.S.-led assault.
A no-fly zone was established two weekends ago with little
resistance. The U.S. and its partners then launched airstrikes
on Gadhafi supply lines and other military targets not only
near Benghazi but around other contested areas as well.
But the role of Western air power then went beyond that initial humanitarian aim, to in effect provide air cover for the
rebels while pounding Gadhafi forces in a bid to break their
will or capacity to fight.

By BEN FELLER
Obama said. "And as president,
AP White House Correspondent I refused to wait for the images
WASHINGTON (AP) -- of slaughter and mass graves
Vigorously defending Amencan before taking action."
attacks in Libya, President
Obama spoke as, in Libya,
Barac k
Obama
declared rebel forces bore down Monday
Monday night that the United on Gadhafi with the help of
States intervened to prevent a airstrikes by the U.S.-led forces.
slaughter of civilians that would His speech was his most aggresnave stained the world's con- sive attempt to answer the quesscience and "been a betrayal of tions
mounting
from
who we are" as Americans. Yet Republican critics, his own
he ruled out targeting Moammar party and war-weary Americans
Gadhafi, warning that trying to — chiefly. why the U.S. was
oust him militarily would be -a immersed in war in another
mistake as costly as the war in Muslim nation.
Iraq.
So far, the nation is split about
Obama announced that NATO Obama's leadership on Libya.
would take command over the Across multiple polls, about
entire Libya operation on half of those surveyed approve
Wednesday, keeping his pledge of the way Obama is handling
Obama
to get the U.S. out of the lead the situation. A Pew poll out
fast — but offering no estimate Monday found that the public her of the Armed Services
on when the conflict might end does not think the United States Committee and head of the
and no details about its costs and its allies have a clear goal in Senate Republicans' political
despite demands for those Libya — 39 percent of those arm.
answers from lawmakers.
"President Obama failed to
polled said they do; 50 percent
He declined to label the U.S.- said they do not.
explain why he unilaterally took
led military campaign as a
Amid protests and crack- our nation to war without both"war," but made an expansive downs across the Middle East ering to make the case to the
case for why he believed it was and North Africa, Obama stated U.S. Congress."
in the national interest of the his case that Libya stands alone.
Obama steered away from
United States and allies to use Obama said the United States turning this into a country-byforce.
had a unique ability to stop the country dissection of the Arab
In blunt terms, Obama said the violence, an international man- revolts that are testing him at
U.S.-led response had stopped date and broad coalition, and the every turn. Instead, he spoke in
Gadhafi's advances and halted a ability to stop Gadhafi's forces sweeping terms to draw a conslaughter that could have shak- without sending in American necting thread.
en the stability of an entire ground troops. The message to
Citing a failure to act in Libya.
region. Obama cast the inter- his country and the world: he said: "The democratic
vention in Libya as imperative Libya is not a precedent for impulses that are dawning
to keep Gadhafi from killing intervention anywhere else.
across the region would be
those rebelling against him and
In essence, Obama, the Nobel eclipsed by the darkest form of
to prevent a refugee crisis that Prize winner for peace, made dictatorship, as repressive
leadwould drive Libyans into Egypt his case for war. He spoke of ers concluded that violence
is
and Tunisia, two countries justifiable intervention in times the best strategy to cling
to
emerging from their own upris- when the United States, as the power. The writ of
the U.N.
ings.
world's most powerful nation, Security Council would have
"To brush aside Ametica's must step in to help.
been shown to be little more
responsibility as a leader and —
"In such cases," Obama said. than empty words, crippling its
more profoundly — our respon- "we should not be afraid to act." future credibility
to uphold
sibilities to our fellow human
Reaction to the speech in global peace and security."
beings under such circum- Congress tended to break along
The president also sought to
stances would have been a partisan lines, with Republicans address critics
who have said
betrayal of who we are," Obama faulting the president for what the U.S. mission
remains mudsaid He spoke in a televised they said was his failure to dled.
address to the nation, delivered define the mission clearly.
Indeed, he reiterated the
in front of a respectful audience
"When our men and women in White House position that
of military members and diplo- uniform are sent into harm's
Gadhafi should not remain in
mats.
way, Americans and troops power but the U.N. resolution
"Some nations may be able to deserve a clear mission
from that authorized power does not
turn a blind eye to atrocities in our commander in chief,
not a go that far. That gap in direcother countries. The United speech nine days late," said
Sen. tives has left the White House to
States of America is different,- John Cornyn of Texas, a memdeal with the prospect that
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Gadhafi will remain indefinitely. Obama said the U.S. would
try to isolate him other ways.
He said that the tasks U.S.
forces were carrying out — to
protect Libyan civilians and
establish a no-fly zone — had
international support. If the U.S.
were to seek to overthrow
Gadhafi by force, "our coalition
would splinter," the president
said.
."Broadening our military mission to include regime change
would be a mistake," Obama
said.
Left unclear is what happens
if Gadhafi stays.
He then raised the issue of
Iraq and the move to rid Iraq of
Saddam Hussein, a war that
deeply divided the nation and
defined the presidency of
George W. Bush.
"Regime change there took
eight years. thousands of
American and Iraqi lives and
nearly a trillion dollars," Obama
said. -That is not something we
can afford to repeat in Libya"
Domestic politics got a nod;
too, in a nation saddled in debt
and embroiled over how to cut
spending.
"The risk and cost of this
operation — to our military and
to American taxpayers — will
be
reduced
significantly"
Obama said.
The president said transferring
the mission to NATO would
leave the United States in a supporting role, providing intelligence, logistical support and
search and rescue assistance. He
said the U.S. would also use its
capabilities to jam Gadhafi's
means of communication.
Obama spoke before an audience at the National Defense
University not far from the
White House. He has tended to
speak and appear more comfortable in such settings than from
behind his Oval Office desk.
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